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I t i s proposed to discuss in this thes is (a) the 
principles involved and the results desired, (t>) the 
method of measuring voltage amplification, and (c) the 
resul ts actually obtained, in using tranaformers for in-
ter-stage coupling devices in audio frequency amplifiers, 
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(a) Tiie Principles Involved and the Results Desired, 
Several schemes are used to couple successive stages 
of radio amplifiers in whitfh it is desired to increase the , 
amplitude of the current and voltage variations whether 
these variations be at frequencies to which the ear is sen-
sitive, called audio frequencies, or at frequencies, call-
ed radio frequencies, above those to which the ear responds. 
It is proposed here, however, to discuss only those factors 
influencing the amplification of audio frequency signals by 
means of transformers; in a later section will be shown how 
manufacturers have ccped with these factors in so far as I 
have been able to determine from tests on a majority of the 
transformers which are now, or have been, manufactured. 
The proportioning, theoretically, of the faetors which 
are lenown to affect the characteristics of a transformer is 
settled once the ideal characteristic is agreed upon. How-
ever, much disagreement is apparent among manufacturers re-
garding this ideal, judging, from sales propaganda, unless 
the characteristics which a manufacturer obtains 1B ki#, 
say, experimentally designed transformer biases his Judg-
ment& AlsG even if a manufacturer decides that his tra©s-
former product shall have a certain characteristic, teehni-* 
cal or economic conditions may cause the actual character-
istic to depart greatly from his, or a mutually-agreed-upon 
ideal. 
I will give here what I believe is a general view of 
5 
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tiie requirements for audio amplification dovetailed as it 
is with all ©fcthe other characteristics of broadcasting 
and receiving apparatus. Some of the considerations, upon 
which some manufacturers base**their sales appeal in regard 
to their real or advertised transformer characteristics, will 
be dealt with, from my point of view and from theirs ,i 
part (c). 
Consider, first the limitation of the human ear. Those 
with the best of ears can hear sounds of frequencies rang-
ing from 16 to 20000 cycles per second. Pew, however, can 
hear sounds to both limits, the average person not hearing 
easily frequencies above 10000 cycles. The range of fre-
quency on the piano which represents the upper extreme, con-
sidering fundamental frequencies, is from 27 to 4096 cycles. 
Natural reproduction as far as the human ear can determine 
will be effected if a reproducing system will respond to 
its fundamental frequency and at most up to its fifth har-
monic on low frequencies and only to the second harmonic at 
freoxuencies in the neighborhood of the highest frequency of 
the piano - 4096 cycles. Only a very few instruments, such 
as some pipe organs, will go as low as 16 cycles thus indi-
cating that our audio frequency range ideally should extend, 
say, from 16 to not over 10000 cycles. 
As mentioned above, the ear responds t© only a limited 
range of frequencies. It is also true that human ears re-
apond to frequencies of the same energy in the neighborhood 
of 1000 eyeles better than to any others. This being true, 
j 
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it is necessary in music to compensate for this if "balanced 
music means equal energy content for all frequencies. How-
ever, the music or other sounds that emerge from the speak-
er should "be of similar wave form as those impressed upon 
the microphone. Then, whatever our musical tastes as to th*' 
-
relative energies at the various frequencies, if the energy 
amplification or transformation is uniform at all frequen-
cies from microphone to loud speaker, we shall get from the 
-
loud speaker sound waves of the same relative intensity at 
the different frequencies as those that impinge on the mi-
•• 
crophone. 
Practical perfection in the devices or apparatus used 
in transmitting and receiving music may he obtained if suf-
ficient engineering skill is applied to their design and 
manufacture. Progress has been rapid in this respect, the 
ultimate development being, in my opinion, perfection in 
each unit of transmitting and receiving apparatus from the 
microphone to the loud speaker. If compensation for the de-
fect of one unit is resorted to in the design of another 
• 
unit, this makes for lack of flexibility of apparatus and 
hence is undesirable. At any rate compensation may be local-
ized to a unit and perfection of units worked for. 
Assuming that perfection in all apparatus used in 
• . ' - • 
transmitting and receiving sound waves will soon be 
closely attained, if it has not already, it follows 
: . • a . n • _ 
that the audio frequency transformer as a coupling de-
-
vice should amplify signal intensities at all frequencies 
• 
equally, and this investigation is to show, as far as pos-, 
Bi'ble how this has "been obtained up to the present and to 
draw "inconclusive" conclusions as to what we may expect 
by way of perfection from audio frequency transformers. 
Maximum energy or amplification power is obtained 
from a vacuum tube when the external plate circuit im-
pedance is equal to the resistance of the tube Rp, this 
resistance being the reciprocal of the slope of plate cur-
rent plate voltage characteristic of the tube at the point 
at which the tube is dperated. 
Neglecting for the moment any distributed capacity 
that the windings of a-transformer may-have, and assuming 
that all amplifier tube grids have sufficient negative po-
tential to prevent convection currents between filaments 
and grids, the impedance of the transformer primary is the 
impedance which should be equal then to Rp. The primary 
impedance however is constant at only one frequency so that 
maximum energy amplification is obtainable at only one fri-
queney. Using a tube, then, as a power amplifier would not 
give equal energy amplification at all frequencies unless 
I a>* Z0 is-j or acts as, resistance only and is independent of 
^ cJt' 
the frequency. 
ETow consider the use of the vacuum tube as a voltage 
amplifier, under the assumptions above, so that its grid is 
maintained sufficiently negative with respect to the fila-
ment to prevent a convection current from grid to filament 









nigh t o make th^ «L., !« c h a r a c t e r i s t i c subs t an t i a l l y l i n e a r 
over the; operating range of inpmt voltage, These condit ions 
can he very near ly a t t a ined in p rac t i ce even when the con-
s t an t s of the c i r c u i t s employed are so adjusted to give max-
imum voltage ampl i f ica t ion. 
If an a l t e rna t i ng voltage eg i s applied t o the g r id of 
t h « tube of Tig, 1 page 9 , t h e pulsa t ing cmrrent &_ flowing 
in the p l a t e c i r c u i t iS ,/*"] 5 ^ , wherey«^is the msximum vol -
tage amplif icat ion obtainable from the tabe, H. i s the tube 
r e s i s t a n c s , and Z0 i s th* p l a t e load impedance. Th» a l t e r -
nat ing voltage developed in Z0 i » 
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Evidently iv increases3 as Zp i s increased and approaches the 
maximum poss ib le ampliffeatton,n-. 
• ' / 
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i-wrge^y ,:ar«a«7T;̂ noe . Le^ us c.ooasiaer $n«n the cases (a) when 
Z0 i s r e s i s t ance only and (b) When Z0 i s reactance ^nly. The 
voltage amplifioatioh in the : f l i s t case i s j' ' ĵKflk - Vj'j^B^Biii• 
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and in the second case i s 
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Fig . 1 ; 
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V R2 + X2 
The maximum va lue of the r a t i o e0/j*^a- ^ o
r e i t h e r case 
/ g 
t y . Curves a and b F ig , 2, page 9, show r e s p e c t i v e l y 
s i s t a n c e only, and for r e a c t a n c e only, t he 
1 f) 
i s u n i -
fo r r e -
jtj^ 
r a t i o of _J2 *.£% 
A e g *>• 
t h a t is; , the p r o p o r t i o n of p o s s i b l e vo l t age a m p l i f i c a t i o n 
o b t a i n a b l e from a tube a t d i f f e r e n t r a t i o s of Z0/Rp where 
Z0 i s R0 in the f i r s t case and X0 in t h e second;. R e l a t i v e v a l -
ues only a re n e c e s s a r y in computing t h e s e cu rves . I t i s seen 
t h a t t h e r a t i o e0Ai,Q_ r eaches about .9 or 90 per cent of i t s 
maximum valuer when R0 * 10Rp or when X0 * 2H-n, and t h a t for 
va lues of R and X0 abovee those which g ive 90 per cen t of 
maacimum vo l t age a m p l i f i c a t i o n , the curves r i s e s lowly . 
Therefore i f we use a t rans former t h e pr imary of which 
i s connected i n t h e p l a t e c i r c u i t of a vacuum tube and which 
i s cons idered t o have a comparat ively snail r e s i s t a n c e a#d 
a r e a c t a n c e which i s a t l e a s t two t imes the p l a t e r e s i s t a n c e 
of t h e tube we a r e u s ing at t h e lowest frequency we wish t o 
amplify, t he v o l t a g e a c r o s s t h e primary w i l l not be more than 
10 per cent g r e a t e r a t any frequency h igher than t h a t f o r 
which X0 » 2Rp; under t h e s e c o n d i t i o n s the v o l t a g e .amplifi-
c a t i o n will depend upon t h e freqmency , so f a r a s i t has been 
considered,, t o only a small ex ten t and w i l l be independent of 




Distortion may occur in the wave form of the voltage 
before or after it reaches an amplifier tube due to the 
mechanical characteristics of an air column^ and the micro-
phone diaphragm and its arrangement; to the fact that car-
bon does not give a linear pressure-resistance relation if 
a carbon granule microphone is used; to the cutting of car-
rier wave side bands; to tube distortionj to over-modulation^ 
to poor coupling and circuit characteristis-) to detection 
or demodulation difficulties} and to the difficulties en-
countered in transforming current variations into like 
sound variations. Most of these causes of distortion may be 
obviated or minimized before a voltage wave is impressed on 
an amplifier; the amplifier then should in itself add no 
distortion. In the circuit in which the loud speaker or tele-
phones are located, however, it is desired that sound varia-
tions shall be proportionally produced by the current varia-
tions. It is necessary then in this ease to make the last 
tube a power amplifier tube, but as has been pointed out, 
maximum power amplification la obtained from a tube at only 
one frequency- that frequency at which the load impedance 
is equal to the resistance of the tube itself. This-means 
that even if the loud speaker, fqr example, transformed all 
current variations:; into sound variationsof similar form, die*-
tortion nevertheless occurs unless the plate load impedance 
c is made equal to the resistance of the tube and prastisally 
^independent of the freqttency. This is usually'only appro^-
• • 
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imately done but even i f not ,no marked change in effect on 
the ear r e s u l t s by the use of one stage of power amplif ica-
tion, if the tube load impedance does not range more than 
from about one-h'alf t o two and one-half times the tube r e -
s i s t ance . The use of a power tube in the l a s t stage obvi-
a tes a d i s t o r t i o n wbiohsmight resu l t if la rge voltage v a r i -
a t ions are impressed on the gr id of a tube,used in the l a s t 
s tage, which lasaah &i-±c:operating c h a r a c t e r i s t i c which is; 
not l inea r over the whole operating range;; i t i s des i rab le 
in th i s respec t . 
Considering then that i t i s des i rab le to us© a vacu&m 
tube as a voltage amplif ier , a review of other f a c t o r s which 
may affect voltage amplif icat ion in an amplifier of t h i s 
kind wi l l be undertaken. 
The par t tha t the d i s t r i bu t ed capacity of a t r a n s f o r -
mer piay ft- may be of great importance in determining it.s 
character is t ics when associated with an amplifier tube. Thim 
d i s t r ibu ted capacity may be considered as cons is t ing of, 
f i r s t , the sum of the capac i t i e s between two adjacent turns 
a i l connected in se r i e s from one terminal of the winding t o 
the other;second, the sum of the capac i t ies in s e r i e s be -
tween adiaeent l a y e r s ; t h i r d , the sum of the capac i t i e s be-
tween the windings and the core and other metals ̂flmwlii-
neighborhood; and four th , the electrode c a p a c i t i e s . These 
capac i t i es may be considered i$ terms of t h e i r equivalent 
values as connected across or to the winding terminals as 
• 
• . ' . > . «. 
. • • • ' 
1 O 
J. •"» 
shown in Fig. 3, page 14, Of these parts the first and fourth 
are usually comparatively small since in the first ease it 
eonsists .of a large number •©£ smallcapacities in series, and 
in the second casejit consists of the tube inter-element 
capacities and connecting leads capacities which will have a 
total capacity ordinarily of only a few micro-miero-farads. 
The second part is of importance depending upon the number 
of layers - decreasing with the number of layers - and the 
separation between them. The third part is usually the most 
important since it seldom consists of more than two capac-
ities in series. Fig. 3, page 14, shows schematically an equi-
valent circuit of an amplifier tube and its associated ap-
paratus. G-iand Gg represent the series capacities of the turns 
, . ' • • ' . . . . . • • - -
and layer's of the primary and secondary windings respective-
ly* Gg represents the equivalent capacity between wnnding* 
04 and ©5 the eapac4ties t> the .ranssormer core respective-
ly ©f the primary and secondary windings, and Gg, C7, Gg'and 
GQ the usually small inter^electrode capacities. 
The eleetrostat$o fields existing so overlap that 
• • > • : 
the definite exact placement of all equivalent lumped ca-
pacities is impossible. The eomp&site capacities act, how-




ondary windings in most case* eince the charging currents 
£v n i' 
diminish the windings prober. Thus we may substitute the 
^mfeaumed eqmiyalent circuit of fig* 4, page 14, for that of > 
.••=;MF V- ĴP,: t 
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£& was seen a>6ye the voltage developed in the out-
put c i r cu i t of a vacuum tube depends upon the load imped-
ance; th i s : impedance at any frequency wi l l he made up of 
§ the t o t a l equivalent primary impedance if a transformer i s 
use 1 • s p mary c nne e p ir . 
10a on he rans i mer i sel 11l c n i q 
s u ap y s e y. g. 
q ax p 
. p ma y. e qu *0^ 
and Xr« represent the reactances of the primary and seconft-
ary d i s t r i bu t ed capac i t i e s respect ive ly reduced i& primary 
; ^ K l rep.re.sent respect ive ly the leakage r e a c -
p mary; J ^ " i s uen t a t i t 
equ o t agne g u e 
*' Q u »* he p e a e r n « 
q , ng 
y y u s ; an Xg aha Sg r e p -
resent, r e spec t i ve ly t e l e age reactance an he es i -
o ary. **j n ary qu v axu «i 
n p imary ohSider as havmg een v e 
y l q i o y p '"**** urn 
* •;*$* e ..-,_ t r x ary axue*. 
p y o a*^ 
e g l i g i i c mpaEed o t h e i r inductances o rd ina r i ly ; 
ID good design the leakage reactances XT and Xg w i l l be 
smali- as w i n tn* l eases due to hys t e re s i s and ^ddy cur ren t s . 
Under these assumptions we have for the equivalent c i r c u i t 
• : > : • • ' • ' i , ' , - • • ' . • • • • . . . ' • . . 
oit- a transforater t h a t shown as Fig^ 6, page 16,in so fa r as 




determining simply "the load in the plate circuit is con-
cerned. Thus the voltage amplification obtained from the 
tube proper will depend closely upon the impedance of the 
three branches in parallel. However XG may be combined 
with XG ,giving a parallel circuit of two branches, one 
btanch of which is capacitive and the other *.f which is in-
ductive, as shown in Fig. 7,page 16 . According to the be-
havior of such a parallel circuit we have an impedance 
which wilL rise from zero at zero frequency,to a maximum, 
which.is theoretically when the frequency is such, called 
the resonant frequency, that the reactances of the two 
branches are equal, and will then drop to zero at infinite-
ly high frequencies as depicted in Fig. 8, page 16 , Resist-
ance in the circuit branches prevents the impedance from 
either becoming zero at zero frequency or infinite at the 
resonant frequency, however. Since the voltage amplifica-
tion will vary markedly if the load in itB plate circuit 
has an impedance which falls below 2R, a tube mhen used 
as a voltage amplifier should have an impedance of 2R-
thruout a range of. about 30 to 8000 cycles. If then the 
impedance branches as shown in Fig. 7, pagg e16 ,ave e ao-
tal impedance which is gquaiefbi^Toreiioixee than 8Hp from 
about 30 to 8000 cyelefi/the voltage across the primary 
of the transformer will be 90 per cent or more of its max-
r 
imum value,. As for the voltage in the secondary , it de-
pends not only upon the voltage across the primary but al-
18 
so upon the transformer voltage step-up ratio and the fact 
that the secondary may show series resonance effects. The 
limiting factors which will then determine whether the load 
in the plate circuit of a tube is twice, at least, as large 
as the tube resistance, will be the inductance of the primary 
at the low frequencies and the equivalent primary distributed 
capacity of the transformer at the frequencies in the neigh-
borhood of 8000 cycles. 
Assuming that the resistance of the tube with which 
a transformer is used is 12000 ohms, this being the average 
value of the resistance for a UX201A type tube with a plate 
battery voltage Eg and a grid battery voltage EQ of 90 and 
-4.5 respectively, we find that if the primary inductance is 
to be suoh that its reactance is 2 X 12000 «*• 24000 6hms at 
30 cycles, then its inductance in henries would be 
.Jz$rr.}J}z. . = _!rili =J 127 henries. 
3n30 «... f H 
J, = •—-£-. = 
2tlf 
Since the reactances of the secondary are converted 
into equivalent primary reactances by dividing by the 
square of the ratio of voltage transformation, approximate-
ly, then the effect of secondary distributed capacity C3 
is r30g across the primary, where r is the ratio of trans-
formation. If; the capacity of the primary was transferred 
to the secondary its effect in the secondary would be C-r/r̂ , 
Secondary distributed capacity, therefore, will affect to a 
great extent the tube load impedance, if it exists in even 
19 
small amounts compared t o a primary capacity which, affects; i t , 
and i t s effect w i l l be the grea ter as the r a t i o i s i screased. 
The effect of primary capacity in the secondary in affect ing 
resonance wil l , however, be small. 
If the d i s t r i b u t e d capacity of the secondary of a 
transformer i s great enough i t may be resonant within 1he 
audio range. In t h i s case we wi l l have s e r i e s resonance and 
the voltage across the secondary maf be many times the i n -
duced voltage, as in the case of a l l s e r i e s resonant c i r -
c u i t s . The induced voltage wi l l depend upon the equivalent 
p l a t e c i r c u i t load and the r a t i o of transformation of the 
transformer. The voltage across the secondary wi l l be 
E, ° " 2ufOH (5) 
where E is the induced voltage , f is the frequency of 
resonance, G is the total secondary equivalent capacity 
of the transformer, and R is the equivalent effective re-
sistance. Thus if the denominator is less than unity, the 
output voltage may be greater than E. The sharpness of 
rwsonance will depend, of course, upon the value of l/SirfCR 
or 3nfL/R, L being the equivalent transformer secondary 
inductance; If resonance is made to occur where the vol-
tage amplification curve would otherwise have a falling 
characteristics below 8000 cycles" it may be an advantage; 
if resonance occurs where the curve would otherwise be 
flat̂  then resonance will cause distortion in this case. It 
should be noted that sharpness of resonance will be accord-
I 
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ing to octavesv on the three section semi^logarithm paper 
which will he used to plot the curves obtained, 
Other factors which affect the shape of the curves, 
such as the relative proportioning of the number of turns 
to the character and amount of iron used in a transformer 
core, hysteresis and eddycurrent losses, the effect of 
using tubes of various resistances, the effect of the use 
of different points of operation on the magnetization 
curve of the transformer , the effect of poling the tran*** 
formers,etc. ,ill lb edisussed ;ith hegard dt oth eurvve 
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(h>) The Method of Measuring Voltage Amplif i ca t ion 
Brief ly , the? method was to apply a constant voltage 
at frequencies ranging from 60 to 10000 cycles to an ampli-
f i e r tube in the: p l a t e c i r c u i t of which was the; primary of 
the transformer mnder t e s t , measuring the input and output 
voltage« by means of a vacmum tube voltmeter* 
The sources of voltage were the 110 vol t 60 cycle 
l i gh t ing mains in the laboratory and an American Telephone 
and Telegraph Company, 8A, vacuum tube o s c i l l a t o r , the f r e -
quency range of which i s from 100 to 50000 cycles . The d ia -
gram of the o s c i l l a t o r i s hoown as Fig. 9 on page2Z. 
Th«r maximum var4a^ion of fregeency from ca l ib ra t ed 
for t h i s b s c i l l a t o r i s 1 per cent and for small 
outputs within the voice range the wave output i s p r a c t i -
caHly free of harmonics. The 00 cycle l i gh t i ng main supply 
jj.was found te& be p r a c t i c a l l y sinusaoidal wheni checked by m 
yisu«s. oscillogram, and thus; the voltage amplif icat ion ob-
ta ined withi i t as a source of voltage to the amplif ier ga?a 
jptointffi which f i t t e d in with the amplif icat ion curve po in t s 
it imm^diaiely higher frequehcies- in p r a c t i c a l l y every i n -
tancey Lower sources of voltage were available but they 
• • I " 
slid dot give even approximately a sinusoidal voltago;; there-
fore the frequency range was not extended below 60 cycles* 
l: 
frequency 
• . • 
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The vacuum tube voltmeter arrangement is shown on 
• •'•..\5fc- ! v L MUJC¥^ 
m-'i 
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page 28 as Fig. 11. Before giving a description of it, % 
the principles involved will "be reviewed, "Simply put, a 
three electrode vacuu^ tube may be used as a voltmeter "by 
impressing an alternating voltage in its grid circuit 
and so adjusting the grid battery potential that the va-
riation in grid potential occurs on the lower.curved po-
sition of the grid voltage current Qharaoteristie making 
the average plate current increase proportional to the al-
ternating voltage impressed in the grid circuit. Grid 
current ceaset to flow when the grid is made negative with 
respect to the filament by a small amount hence, if the 
grid is made so negative that no grid current can flow dur-
ing the positive half cycle of the alternating voltage, the 
tube used in this manner will .absorb no power from the al-
ternating voltage source. 
Referring to Fig. 10»j it is seen that if no alterna-
ting foltage is supplied by the a.c. source the normal 
' • ' • - • ' - ' • • 
plate cur^ent as read by the d.s. meter in the plate cir-
cuit is the steady value IQ, but as ah alternating voltage 
" • • ''•- •:,. , . ; 'aSSp'' 
is 'ntroduced in Bteps E^,132;, 153, as shown in Fig. XOo, .he 
I plate meter reading increaves to Ilj In. and I3 respectively, 
E - ' • •••''^SHfc '''''J v » " 5 ^ < 'J • . • 1 ^ 1 r 
since it reads average valueŝ l when the input voltages are 
large^ a larger C fcattery is used as in Fig. Xdfe. Thus 
• » £ " " " • • " • . • • . 
.ourves may be plotted showing the relatioh between effec* 
%,'• "•'•Mgfrj:"'' ,,:i* -JtiS*'"' 
iive inpui volts,, as read by the voltmeter of Pig. 10©, .; 




and b for different G batteries sad voltage steps; in Fig, lOd. 
Such curves representing actual valuer axes shown on the Cali-
bration Curve Sheets, pages 195-8. Under the conditions that 
no grid current flows,, we may assume that the voltage to tee; 
• • • > • 
measured by the V.T.Voltmeter was not altered; when the V.T. 
Voltmeter was attached except in so far as the circuit was 
altered by the small, electrode capacities of the tubes\ Since 
these capacities are only a few micro-micro-farads, at audio 
frequencies they are practically negligible-. The calibration 
is done at frequencies at which ordinary voltmeters may be 
used as standards and then is uued dndependenn to fhe ere*-
quency until the electrode capacities become of consequence 
which will ordinarily be at frequencies greater than 50000 
cycles, depending on the character of the input impedance'. 
Thu& in shunt with a tuned radio frequency circuit the fre-
quency of resonance might be changed considerably but at audio 
frequencies, these capacities; are usually negligible in effect. 
It is not p a r t i c u l a x l y necSessary that the calibrating 
voltage wave form be sinusoidal as may be shown*. To a first 
approximation the rectified plate current varies as the square 
of the effective value of the applied alternating grid vol-
tage, and to this approximation the rectified plate current 
la independent of wave form. 




Referring to Fig. 11, page 28 , tubes VT2 and VT3 
were two "QX201A tubes acting as the voltmeter tubes and con-
nected in parallel for increased sensitivity. In the plate 
circuit of these tubes were connected in series a milliam- , 
Eietfec • maa. ,anng e 0t p2 miiliamperess ,an d microammeter. 
range 0 to 500 microamperes, with a switch across the mi-
eroammeter for short circuiting purposes. The plate voltage 
source, 1, for the voltmeter tubes consisted of 4 - 45 
volt "extra-heavy-duty" B batteries in series, across which 
Was connected a resistance, 2, of 35000 ohms, to maintain 
this voltage constant and practically independent of the 
vacuum tube voltmeter load fluctuations. From plates to 
filaments was connected a 4 microfarad condenser, 3, to 
keep the^plate reactance low to the plate current pulsa-
tionS. The filament rheostat is 4 in the diagram. The C 
batteries for the vacuum tube voltmeter, 5 and 6, were so 
arranged in conjunction with jack, 7, that the battery, 5, 
was normally in the, grid circuit but that 6 might be thrown 
in by means of a solid brass plug if the output voltage of 
the transformer was such that the V. T. Voltmeter tube grids 
might take current, Thus two calibration curves for the V. T. 
Voltmeter were necessary - one for each battery. With 5, 
only V. T. Voltmeter Calibration Curves marked a on the 
Calibration Curves Sheets, pages 195-8 were obtained ahd >.;V, 
with batteries 5 and 6 in series, Calibration Curves marked b 
•oSense" these pages were obtained. The voltages of the grid 
• • • . - ' 
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and plate batteries,: 5 and 1, respectively, were so adjust-
edy in connection with the. normal voltage input to the am-
plifier tube of highest amplification constant and with a 
fairly high ratio transformer, that it was seldom necessaryy 
t© add the C battery 6 to keep the grid enough negative 
that it did not take current that would have been read by 
the 'aie.tammeter, 133 temporprily ysed di nhe erid dircuit, 
At the same time the, current was decreased low enough that 
the steady value .of the plate current with no input voltage, 
and the increase due to the measured voltage that it was de-
sired to impress on the amplifier tube, could he measured 
by the microammeter .jn tĥ e plate circuity It was found also 
that the plate curreht increase for the normal voltage in-
put used* was affected to a very small extent by variations 
in the steady value of the plate current in the neighbor-
hood of the chosen operating points The plate and grid bat-
tery voltages found to give these results were 180 and 23.5 
volts respectively. 
The remainder of the diagram pertains to the opera-
tioa of the apparatus as a whole: and wili now be described* 
The potienti©meter P., Is acrossthe 110 volt 60 cycle al-
ternating current supply; the^jJotientiomeete pg was the 
accurate resistance box ©f an American Telephone and.Tele-
graph Company 14 B Bridge arranged as a potientiometer as 
shown iu j'ig.. 12. The voltage across P2 was kept constant 
when thd vacuum tube voltmeter was being calibrated ©r the 
. . 
• . • 
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110 volt a. c. supply used as a source of input to the am-
plifier, by means of P-, . By using combinations of voltages 
and resistances in, P , convenient voltages could be ob-
tained. Thus adjusting the voltage aeross P2 to 100 volts 
and the resistance of Po to 10000 ohms as shown in Fig. 11, 
a voltage drop of .1 volt existed across each ten ohm unit 
and 1 volt across each 100 ohm unit. By using combinations 
of voltages across, and resistances in, ,Po,o f5 0o r10 0volt 
and 5000 or 10000 ohms,respectively, the voltages desired 
were obtained. 
The potientiometer P3 across the variable frequency 
oscillator was used so that the oscillator output voltage 
might be accurately adjusted, 
Switch S2 was for the purpose of switching alterna-
ting voltage sources as desired. It was of high grade con-
struction mounted on hard rubber, 
The resistance, 8, was for the,purpose of preventing 
the grid circuit of either the amplifier tube or the volt-
meter tubes from being opened by opening the switch S2 or 
disconnecting the voltage supplies. It was left in the 
circuit by leaving the jack switch 9 closed except when 
readings were being made. Its value was high - 50000 ohms -
so that the input voltages would not be short circuited, 
The switch SrS| was a Federal "Anti-Capacity" switch 
of two interconnected sections, S1 and S^, equivalent to a 
four pole double throw switch. Thus when points a& were 
a 
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connected by means of a lever to points bb, points a'a? were 
connected to points bfbf, points cc and points crcf being 
disconnected, and when points aa were connected to points cc, 
points a*af were connected to points cfcf, points bb and 
b!b! being disconnected. Its purpose was to impress the 
voltage across the midpoints of switch S2 either into the 
grid circuit of the amplifier tube VT, or into the grid 
circuit of the V. T. Voltmeter, depending, respectively, up-
on whether the contacts aa and aTaf were up or down. 
VT-j_ was the amplifier tube used, the rheostat, 11, 
was for its filament voltage control; it consisted of re-
sistances so arranged that it was applicable for controll-
er r : . V 
ing the filament voltage of either 01A or 99 type tubes. 
The battery, 10, was the C battery for the amplifier 
tube, and the plate, B, and filament, A, batteries were 
connected to the terminals marked A- B-, A+ and B+ at the 
left of the diagram (Fig. 11). 
It is to be noted that one side of the 6 0 cycle 
mains was grounded and that the fixed side of the potien-
tiometers P-j_ and Pr> were connected on the filament side of 
1 t 
switches S2 an<i ^_^, and *a&de the grounded side of the 60 
cycle supply. Tiie C batteries 5 and 6 of the V. T. Volt-
meter were put m the grid side of the A. C. input so that 
the filament would be at ground potential when the 60 cycle 
supply was used. The filaments were not grounded because a 
ground could not be found which was not interconnected with 
i ' . • i , • 
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sift 
the ground on the lighting and power systems of the campus; 
even "with the use of a six foot lead pipe driven in the 
^Jl around which was poured water a 60 cycle hum "between 
L filaments was loudly heard with nothing "but the fil-
conneeted. It was thought that the filament system 
cwifltttute sufficient ground, if the grounded side of 
I cycle supply,when used in conjunction with the 
uua tube voltmeter, were connected to filament* Thus the 
.batteries 5 and 6 were put between the grid and alterna-
te voltage input in the case of the grid circuit of the 
,T. Voltmeter, 
No observable increase- in the V. T. Voltmeter plate 
current occurred when the 60 cycle main ground was connect-
ed to the grid of the amplifier tube, the slider of P2 
"being connected to ground also. This was taken as an indi-
[ cation that the C battery, 10, might be placed , as placed 
normally, between the filament and the voltage input to an 
amplifier tube. This was done, but for the 60 cycle readings, 
is seen m retrospect, that it would have been better to 
have put the G battery on the grid side of the A. C. input 
when the voltage amplification was measured at 60 cycles. 
Ho ,t&e;p sotainne da t6 0yclle sli eo nnaa mignt 
be considered an extrapolation ©f the curve obtained by 
the accurate points obtained at higher frequencies by means 
of the oscillator. Any disturbing effects m the voltage 







obtained at higher frequencies, would he due to the possi-
bilities that the equivalent of two grounds, capacitively 
coupled, existed, and that harmonics existed in the voltage 
source which might be amplified disproportionately, giving 
a slight over increase in the V. T. Voltmeter reading. 
Neither of these possibilities was substantiated in the 
results generally, however, since no disproportionate in-
crease in V. T. Voltmeter reading was indicated by the 
curves at t&is or higher frequencies. 
The transformer, T, indicates the connections of the 
transformer under test. 
The condenser, 12, of 4 microfarads capacity, shown 
shunted across the amplifier plate voltage source, was for 
the purpose of providing alow impedance path for the plate 
current variations, especially at high frequencies. Its use 
.'as nol essential since the impedance of a good B battery 
is quite low, and since in this case it was not used as a 
source for any other purpose except to supply the plate 
current of the 'one amplifier tube; it would tend to mini-
mize battery impedance coupling between stages if the bat-
tery were used as a common source of plate current for the 
tubes of more than one stage. 
The A, or filament battery, was common with the V. T. 
oltmeter A battery supply. The voltage used on the ampli-
fier tube filament proper depended on the araplifier tube used 
I 
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and the test made. Its voltage was kept constant "by a high 
resistance voltmeter which, was also used to keep the V. T. 
Voltmeter filaments at their rated voltage (5 volts) so 
that the calibration of the V. T. Voltmeter, which was made 
at this voltage, would remain constant as far as the fila-
ment voltage was concerned. 
The B, or plate^batteriie suse do nth empplifie tube 
consisted at most of 6 - 22.5 volt blocks of heavy duty B 
batteries, the number of blocks used depending on the test 
made. Where the voltage, as measured "by an accurate high re-
sistance voltmeter read greater or less than one volt from 
that specified by the- test to be run dry cells were added, 
aiding or opposing, to correct the reading. 
The C battery, 1G., consisted of G battery blacks so 
tapped that the desired voltage might be obtained. 
All grid leads were made as short as possible with 
the switching arrangements nepassary, and separated widely 
to minimize their capacity, A H connections were soldered 
where possible; switch and potAentiometer contacts were 
kept clean and tight. 
The nature of the tests which were made in whole or 
in part on the transformers available are briefly summar-
ized on pages 73-74 below. The more general idea under-
lying the tests and the purpose of individual tests will 
now be described. 
It was natux^ly desired that the transformers be 
3f> 
tested under representative conditions, that is, in con-
junction with the apparatus and under the circumstances 
encountered in use, such as representative tubes, normal 
connections, and current and potential conditions. For this 
reason the receiving tubes cf the types CX301A and GX299 
were chosen as the representative tubes*a CX301A being used 
in most tests; the transformer connections were followed 
where marked under the assumption that it was properly pol-
ed; normal filament voltage, a plate battery of 90 volts, 
a G battery voltage of-4.5 volts and a low input voltage 
were, it was thought, the essential current and potential 
conditions under which'all transformers should be tested. 
Other tests to be madê wetfe secondary and to verify the 
effect of different conditions in special cases. All of 
these tests were not mad© in any one case, but 15 of them 
were made on one transformer to show the effects on that 
transformer. The effect of these, of course, could only be 
shown one'at a time everything else being held as normal. 
The static characteristic curves of the amplifier 
tubes intended to be used in these tests are shown on pages 
106-15 » It is seen that they were representative. All were 
new tubes except the UV201A which had seen about 100 hours 
of service. All the GX301A tubes it will be noticed had 
similar characteristics. The 0X299 tube characteristics 
were dissimilar. • ; 
Test Ho. 1. It is almost universal practice now to use 
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tubes of the CX501A or the CX299 type, and the tendency is 
toward the use of the larger CX301A (UV201A) tubes as am-
plifiers; the values E-n = 90 and Ec s-4.5 represent about 
the mean plate and grid fixed potentials recommended by 
manufacturers for amplifier tubes associated with their 
transformers; the values E-n =; 90 and EG =-4.5 should not 
saturate the iron of the amjority of transformers recom-
mended for use with even higher plate battery potentials; 
manufacturers should properly pole their transformers; and 
the input voltage should be kept low and net so large that 
the tube operates off the straight part of its «glp dy-
namic characteristic, therefore I believe that Test ITo. 1 
is suitable for comparison purposes, and it was run on the 
59 transformers available. 
Tests Nos. la and lb; Tests Nos. 6 and 6a. These tests 
were to show any differences due to the use of different 
tubes of the same type. 
Tests NoB, 1 to 5. These were intended to verify for 
a given transformer and tube the effect of varying the 
values of the fixed grid and plate battery potentials. Evi-
dently the flux density in the transformer and the operating 
point on the tube dynamic characteristic will both be chang-
ed by changes in potentials. A^so the plate resistance and 
the amplification constant may both be changed, the latter 
very little, however, thruout the range employed. The values 
were not reduced to the extent, however, that current would 
I 
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flow in the grid circuit of the amplifier tube; thus E3 * 45 
and EG • 0 was not used. These values would theoretically 
give distortion. 
Tests Nos. 6 and 6a. These tests were for the purpose 
of using CX299 type tubes under the other conditions of 
Test 1 for comparison purposes as before. 
Tests N08. 6, 7, 8. This series on the CX299 type 
were for the same purpose as Tests 1 to 5 on the CX301A 
type. 
Tests Uos. 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15. These were special 
tests to show the effect, if any, of the not unusual con-
ditions listedfunder those fes* Numbers, pa.ges 73-74. 
These Will be discussed under the results obtained. 
Test No.. 11. This test was for theppurpose of show-
ing -the effect of increased input voltage on the amplifica-
tion curve. It would be expected that the effective re-
sistance of the transformer would be increaded s l i g h t l y . 
The consequently larger flux density variations would 
cause an increase in losses because hysteresis IOSB varies 
?'" f den-
y. 
o majc ng these tests was as follows. The 
onditions were made normal by setting its 
u f l ents at the proper voltage by means of the rheo-
o g, 11, closing the short circuit BWitch across 
the plate circuit, then connecting its 
•a. 
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plate "battery, 1, and the resistance, 2, across it. Tlie 
transformer to be tested was connected as shown at T while 
the V. T. Voltmeter was warming tip; With the midpoints of 
switch S-i S-, thrown down, switch^ thrown to the right,,the 
60 cycle supply was connected "by means of a one way plug 
which always connected the grounded side ©f the supply to 
the filaments, to the potientiometer or voltage divider P̂ _. 
The switch 9 was kept closed at all times unless readings 
were "being taken, since the slider of P2 was not connected 
unless placed in contact "by means of an improTised handle 
on the large switch points on top of the resistance "box 
used as a potientiometer or voltage divider, • 
If theV. T. Voltmeter,-had "been previously calibrat-
ed^ few points were checked to be sure that it was in 
calibration, and if it were not, it was calibrated in the 
.usual following manner?first, only G battery 5, consist-
ing of 23,5 volts, was used as grid bias,the plug being re-
moved from jack 7, The microammeter switch was opened and 
the plate^ current read, ii microamperee and rrecoded in 
milliamperes on the especially designed printed data sheet 
in the third column under the main heading V, T. Voltmeter 
Calibration, opposite 0.0 volts in the first column. It 
was marked a since all currents obtained under a, with C 
battery, 5, alone, Were plotted on the proper Calibration 
Gurve Sheet and marked a. When C batteries 5 and 6 were both 
used in series by inserting quickly the plug in jack 7 to 
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lessen the time of short circuit of battery 6, the values 
so obtained were marked, b, and so designated on the Galibra-
tion Curve Sheets when plotted. The voltage across 2 was 
adjusted, by a calibrated dynamometer type of voltmeter, 
to 100 volts. The* slider of P2 was connected so that .5, 
.6, 2, 3, 4, etc., volts up to 15 volts were impressed on 
the V. T. Voltmeter giving corresponding plate current read-
ings which were due to the voltages impressed. It will be 
noticed that the full range of the microammeter was quick-
ly reached, at which time it was short circuited and the 
milliamraeter used. This railliammeter was a millivoltmeter 
with its shunt removed and was marked 0 to 100 altho its 
full deflection current waf 25 milliamperes. This accounts 
for the constant .25 which was used on the data sheets 
above columns 2 and 7. Divisions might have been used but 
it would have been necessary to convert microamperes into 
divisions which would have been more inconvenient; in ad-
dition it was desired to bear directly in mind the value of 
if 
the current which was flowing in the V. T. Voltmeter plate 
circuit. To 15 volts was about as high as the effective 
input voltage could be carried, since the maximum value of 
the input voltage was then 15 x 1.4 * 21.2 volts and the C 
•battery voltage was about-23.J volts. At this point the 
plug of jack 7 was inserted, bringing the C battery po-
tential to-44 volts, and the input voltage was then in-
creased up to 30 volts. Pig. 10b, page 24, shows the plate 
4 1 % 
;urrent variation and average value when the C "battery EC2 
is so large that plate current only occurs during the pos-
itive half of the grid input voltage cycle, the normal 
value of the plate current "being zero with no grid input 
voltage. 
In the case of each reading taken with the slider of 
Pg connected across the desired voltage, the jack switch 9 
jwas opened so that no current from the input supply would 
flow thru the resistance 8 and so reduce the input and in-
j t o 
[troduce unnecessary calculations. The effect of th is r e s i s t -
fance was n e g l i b i b l e , however, except at input voltages of 
W*c 
h ighe r than about 5 volts. 
R : 
In accordance with the desire to keep the voltage in-
'put to the amplifier tube low,it was found that an input 
voltage of ,5 volt was the lowest voltage input reading 
that could be read within - 3 per cent of the plate current 
increase, that is, .5 volt gave an increase of 9.5 micro-
v 
amperes and the meter could "be read to about .25 of a micro-
ampere. The eheece that this error would have on tfe vol-
tage may be shown from the fact that an input voltage of 
,6 volts gave an increase of about 13 microamperes, an 
. 
additlonal vncrease of s.5 mfcroamperes for .1 volt ancrease 
i . . o 
in voltage. It is seen that even a .5 microampere overread-
n . : • 
ing in allowed V, T. Voltmeter plate current increase, when 
the oscillator was to be used as the source of voltage, 
s 
would mean a voltage, taking this as an indication, was too 
* § S 
Large in the neighborhood of .5 volt "by only .14 x .1 s.014 
volts. The voltage would then he only -—— x 100 or about 2 
per cent too high. Thus the accuracy should he well within 
- 3 per cent even with an under reading. This error was 
thought allowable since a mean curve would be closely 
obtained. 
Readings for each frequency chosen were obtained by 
adjusting the filament, plate, and grid voltages to the 
values specified under the test to be made and impressing 
such a voltage, by means of the slider of P2, that the V. T. 
Voltmeter plate current increased 9.5 microamperes; this 
voltage, assumed to be .5 volt, was then used as the input 
to the amplifier and the V. T. "Voltmeter used to measure 
the voltage output of the amplifier. Thus immediately after 
the V. T. Voltmeter had been calibrated, or its calibration 
chec-ted, the amplifier stage was properly adjusted., the 
i 
switch S2 left thrown to the right, switch S^S^thrown up, 
the switch 8 opened and the milliammeter reading of the V. T. 
Voltmeter recorded in the column 7 on the Data bneets. The 
switch 8 was then closed, switch S-]̂S]_ thrown quickly down 
to shorten the break in the voltmeter grid circuit, S2 
thrown to the left and the oscillator tubes and "batteries 
connected so that the oscillator was adjusted for normal 
operation. The oscillator dials were turned to the proper 
settings by reference to an abridged chart prepared for 





turers of the oscillator, the input to the V. T. Voltmeter 
adjusted to the equivalent of ,5 volt - microammeter read-
ing increase of 9.5 microamperes * <and this input impressed 
on the amplifier at each frequency, and the reading of the 
V. T. Voltmeter taken and recorded as for the 60 cycle 
reading. Readings were taken at 23 frequencies so chosen that 
the points obtained at these frequencies would be uniformly 
distributed when plotted on the three seetion semi-logarithm 
paper used for plotting the voltage amplification'curves. 
All miHiammeter readings were multiplied by .25 and 
microammeter readings changed-directly to milliamperes be-
fore they were recorded under column 8 of the Data Sheets. 
The corresponding voltages were looked up on the proper 
curve on the Calibration Curve Sheet. It is again to be 
noted that when the amx̂ lified input voltage approached the 
value which would make the grid take current - the micro-
ammeter was taken out after calibration - the extra C 
battery, 6, was put in and the corresponding milliammeter 
reading, where the change was made, marked b. The corre-
sponding voltages under b were then looked up on curve b 
on the proper Calibration Curve Sheet, just as those under a 
were looked up on curve a on the proper Calibration Curve 
Sheet. 
When the amplifier output voltage at a given fre-





reading was looked up and recorded under the column 
headed E 2 on the Data Sheet, it was then divided by the 
amplifier input voltage BTt recorded under the column head-
ed E, on the Data Sheets, and the value so obtained record-
ed under the heading marked Voltage Amplification on the 
Data Sheets,opposite the frequency at which it was obtained, 
A ,  Jr A 
(©) Thee Results Actually Obtained 
4-5 4 i 
l a t a for tlie voltage amplification curves: of ©9 dif— 
feremt audio frequency t ransforders were obtained during; t k e 
tests* wkich extended ofer a period of akout slat weeks?. £ l i s t 
of tke transformers t e s t ed i s given on pages 60,70,71, and; 
7£;; tke r e s u l t s of tke t e s t s are skown graphical ly on Trans-
former Curve SkeetVHos. 1 t o 30, page® 7§ to 105. 
The transformer* were obtained, i a rge ly on ooaa&gn-
ment for t e s t purposes tkrut local wkolesalers and r e t a i l e r s , , 
kenee tke transformers were t e s t ed in akout tke t>rder tha t 
tkey were avai lable• About $7 manufacturers were represented, 
s l tko in ®omm- o-ase* %la& imSwrmattoii was meager and JJilKtli 
was ten&wn akomt tke tra&sf&rmer except i t s nam*;. This; was 
especia l ly t r a» of tke 1 ow#* pr iced transformers, as i l g h t 
be expected. JMH transformer-s were given Test Ho. 1 for 
g . « « c o ^ i s o n p u r p o s ^ «M * * * , < M f . . t s o * . . 
tkan No. 1 were desired t o shew wete l a rge ly for ve rMlca -
tiion purposes, since tkey could t k e o r e t i c a l l ^ be pr«dieteH 
or kave keen inves t iga ted many times, kence only a few of 
t h e otker 17 t e s t s were made mo#e than once, as may/ l e seen 
ky tke fact tka t of tke 81 t e s t run® made, SI were unde£ tke 
conditions of Test l o . 1. Of tke SI No. 1 Tests , 5S; we&e on 
t ranaf©mere of d i f fe ren t type, 2 on onW trtnsforjiieS''«B « re*-
checle, and 4 on addi t ional t ransformers of typed- previously 
t e s t ed to ascer ta in in a measure tke uniformity of t h e i r 
construct ion. 
Hack manufacturer, or t rade name wkeme tke mamufac* 
' " * ' • 
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tmrer was not known, has been assigned a transformer curvev 
sheet or sheets, and all curves of this manufacturer or 
trade name were plotted on this sheet or sheets. A summary 
of these assignments is given-.&a pages 67-68, immediately 
preceding the Transformer Curve Sheets:. In only two instan-* 
ces was more than one sheet used for a manufacturer or trade 
name. In one ease, where practically all of the Tests; )err 
made on one transformer, namely Ho. 39, it was dadesifcsifele 
and impractical to show all of the curves on one sheet; thus? 
Transformer Curve Sheet© Nos. 20 to 23 inclusive, were usedl 
for this transformer. In the other case the data obtained 
by Test No. 1 on Transformer No. 4, was replotted to a&ith-
metic scale for purposes of illustration ( see Transformer 
Curve Sheet-No. 31/ page 105). The curves obtained will now 
The discussed generally and then in detail where thought 
necessary. 
Three-section semi-logarithm paper was used for 
plotting the voltage amplification frequency curves. Semi-
logarithm paper was used because it was desired to compare; 
directly at the given frequencies the voltage amplification 
for a given equal voltage input; it has been shown desir-
able that the voltage amplification be the same for each 
frequency - the difference of relative enaggies at the dif-
ferent frequencies to determine the actual relative vol-
tages impressed on the amplifier tube at these different 
frequencies. Thus the voltage amplification is plotted to 
arithmetic scale. A logarithmic scale is desired in plot— 
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ting frequencies because the succesive notes within an oc-
tave, hear a definite fixed frequency relation to each other, 
the octaves are given equal prominence on musical instru-
ments, and therefore the octaves should, be given equal prom-
inence ,o nth ccurves .Thi a aloariihmic ssall edoe and an 
arithmetic scale does not̂  as may be seen by referring to 
Transformer Curve Sheets Nos. 7 and 31, where in the former, 
page 81, the octaves, with reference to middle C, are equally 
distributed and in the latter, page 105, are crowded at the 
lower frequencies-. Three sections of the semi-logarithm paper 
were necessary to cover the range of frequencies. 
J£s a whole, only a few good transformers weEe in evi-
dence and thess1, hardly without exception , may be described 
as having low ratios and comparatively large iron cores, al-
tgo these attributes dio not always, give a desirable charac-
teristic. 
Each individual curveti11 not be discussed , sinc& 
many of the curves had similar characteristics. Variations in 
voltage amplification with frequency occurred generally on 
account; of factors which have been mentioned. If a curve has a 
p onounced peak, such as curve No. 4, Transformer Curve Sheet 
Li,o.S.) $o, 7, page 81, it means that the distributed capac-
ity of the transformer was such as to make the secondary 
resonant. The sharpness of resonance would be determined 
by the impedance which the transformer had as a whole in 
the plate circuit of the vacuum tube used - this de-
termining the voltage across the primary due to the input 
• 
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voltage - the equivalent resistance of the secondary at res-
onance, and. the step up ratio of the transformer. Thus when 
series resonance occurrediand it only would give a pronoune--
ed localised peak in the voltage amplification curve, the 
impedance referred to the primary might "be large or small 
at the resonant frequency; if large and the secondary equiv-
alent resistance small, the peak might he comparatively 
lprg6. If it were small, the peak might be comparatively 
small. However if secondary resonance occurred at a low fre-
quency, "but after the primary impedance had become practi-
cally constant, it would be characterized by a peak which 
extended over quite an octave range since the actual fre-
quency range was drawn out farther than at the higher fre-
quencies. T.C.3. No.31, page lQE^shows how the sharply peak-
ed curve No. 4 of T.C.S. No. 7, page 81, obtained at a compar-
atively high, frequency is extended when drawn to an arith-
metic frequency scale. The Curve No. 4 T.C.S. No. 7 page 81 
falls rapidly after resonance indicating that the effect of 
the transformer distributed capacity after the frequency of 
resonance had been passed was sufficiently high to make the 
equivalent primary impedance low enough that the voltage 
developed, across it was small; hence the secondary voltage 
dropped rapidly for two reasons. Curve No. 3,T;JC.S. No. 21, 
*page ?#, is an example where after resonance oocurred the 
primary equivalent impedance was not reduced greatly until 




about the same frequency as it did in the case of the 
transformer for which Curve JSFo, 4 T.G.S. No. 7, page 81, 
was plotted. This indicates greater secondary inductance 
in the former. It should he noted that in many cases the 
portion of the curve plotted after the effect of resonance 
had disappeared from a resonant curve fits in with what 
might have "been expected to be a prolongation of the por-
tion of the curve plotted just before the first effects of 
resonance were approached e.g. the curves on T.C.S. No. 21 
page 95. 
Very few transformers have sufficient impedance at the 
lowest frequencies to obtain the amplification they, have at 
higher frequencies. The use of a low secondary to primary 
turn ratio enables the low ratio transformer to have a high-
er primary inductance for a given effective distributed ca-
pacity. Thus the good curves which were obtained were for 
transformers having a ratio of 1 to 3 or lowerj, having 
merely a low ratio of course did not mean a good curve, be-
cause the transformer might not have had sufficient primary 
inductance, or was resonant at an undesirable frequency. Some 
curves rose rapidly due to insufficient primary inductance, 
were fla£ for a while after the impedance was sufficiently 
high to be about two times the plate resistance, showed 
resonance then, perhaps,durinn which hime eth eurrve peakedd 
and fell rapidly after resonance because by this time ~ 




56#'T-lalySJ©Si BTo.'l, p a g e . 7 5 , ''••••* k ir.̂-g ::. . 
Some of the curves rose rapidly due to insufficient 
primary inductance,and started falling again due to the 
effective distributed capacity almost immediately, not being g 
apparently resonant at any frequency. Such curves for ex-
amples are llos. 3 and 4,T.C.S. No. 2,page 76. 
Some curves rose rapidly, started to fall due to dis-
tributed capacity, rose again due to resonance, and fell 
sharply after resonance. Such a curve is No. 2,T.C.S. No. 3, 
page 77, 
In some cases the curves rose continuously with fre-
quency indicating a very low effective plate load impedance, 
comparatively, at all frequencies in the desired range. The 
only examples of this occurrence are shown as Curves 2 and 
3,T.C.S. No.17,page 91 . Apparently resonance was being 
approached in the neighborhood of 10000 cycles. 
Several types of transformers made by a manufacturer 
were tested in many cases,including old and new designs,and 
considerable improvement in design is shown generally in 
such cases. Thus compare Curves 1 and 3,T.C.S. No.5,page 79 
Curve 1 is for an old type of transformer used originally 
primarll&,for broadcast reception,but tow wuse dlmoos whooly 
for code worlc,since it amplifies frequencies in the neigh-
borhood of 1000 cycles extraordinarily well and amplifies 
very little,comparatively,at higher or lower frequencies, 
Curve No.3 is for a transformer now used for broadcast re-
» 
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cepti©n,and is a decidedly "better curve althe not nearly so 
g«od. as several obtained. 
ĵg Curve Ho.2,T,C,S.Ho.11,page 85 , CurveHo. 2,T.C.S.0 
Ho,13, page e8 , ,urvee 1 and 22 ,.C.C. .o.20, page e4, 
Curves Hos. 1 and 2, T.C.S. Ho.26, ppag e10 , ,urve NH.Z 
T.C.S. Ho. 27, page 101 .. and Curve Ho. 2 T.C.S. Ho.28»page 
103, are the best obtained under the conditions of Test Ho.l. 
Concerning the special Tests, Curves 1,2,3,4,5,6,7, 
and 8, T.C.S. Ho.21, ,pag e95 ,how wrsppecivvey the eresult 
of Tests NoB. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7, and 8,with Transformer Ho.29. 
Curves 1,2,3,4, and 5, are for different values of E--gnd EQ 
as follows: 1, EB «90,- E© r~4.5; 2, E33 z 90, EQ a -3; 
3, MB« 67.5, EQ - -3; 4, Eg «/67.5, E^ • -1.5; 5, EB * 135, 
EQ * -9. 
It would be expected $hat the tube resistance for 
these conditions would be in the decreasing order of mag-
nitude 3,4,1,5,2. Substituting in the approximate formula . 
^D fi 
^ ^ "T 
K ( % 4 Ec) 
j tere K eK i sons tan tan t /^ - i s the amplifi-wh
cation constant, which for this tube was about 7,25 at low 
plate arid grid voltages, and about 7,4 for EB « 135 and 
EQ S -9, as may be approximately determined from its Be Ip 
Static Characteristic Curves, page 109, by divvidig aa the 
points of operation a suitable grid voltage change giving 
a certain plate current change into the plate voltage change 
that brings the plate current back to its original valu,,. 
f ,-m 
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on another curve, we get for the curves 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 
spec^iively, the values Rn = -ti±. ̂ -~, -̂ ir-* ? • i 
r e -
ft 
—£ . V . . _ , ™ . ^ _ ^ _ , _ , _ i r , ^ _ , _ ^ _ values actually give the decreasing order of magni-
tude 3,4,1,5,2 as expected above. 
It is seen that the lower plate resistance values 
give the higher peak values, and that in the case of Curve 
Ho.2 where the plate resistance is considerably lower the 
amplification is noticeably greater. The peaks become less 
pronounced as the plate resistance increases because of 
the decreased relative ratio of equivalent plate load im-
pedance and the plate resistance itself; the distributed 
capacity has, in the neighborhood of the frequency of res-
onance, so decreased the equivalent plate load impedance 
that the ratios are now: critical. The point of resonance • 
is apparently the same however. 
Curves Nos. 6,7, and 8 on this Transformer Curve 
• Sheet behave in the dame manner. The amplification con-
stant of this GX299 tube (Vacuum Tube Ko.l) was about 6.5 
for the conditions of Curve 6, and 6.8 for Curves 7 and 8, 
(See. Snip Static Characteristic Curve Tube IsTo.l page 106). 
The relative plate resistances f"or the conditions of Curves 
Eos, 6,7, and 8 were respectively .69, «81, .98 . Thus 
* K K K' 
the transformer gives less amplification due to a lower 
tube amplification constant,and curve shapes which show 
for these dry cell tubes of relatively higher resistance, 
compared with the CX301A type, that the amplification. 
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rises~ more steeply due to lower load impedance plate re-
sistance ratio at low frequencies. Evidently also the load 
impedance has Been decreased to such an extent, compared 
witH&ie higher resistance of the tube, that resonance 
serves to make the curve flat where otherwise it would 
have fallen off rapidly." 
Curve No.l,T.C.S. 13b,£0, sshws tth eaveage ccuve plot-
ted from the data of three No.l Tests on Transformer No.29 
at relatively large time intervals. The points so over-
lapped that all three sets of data could not he sepa-
tately plotted on the same sheet conveniently. These three 
reruns were made to check the accuracy of the determination 
and since the voltage amplification gave a maximum varia-
tion of i 5 per cent considering the largest variation of 
points at any frequency, it is believed that the mean of 
the points gave an accuracy for the curves obtained well 
1 within 1 3 per cent, Unless a const-ant error was present 
of another transformer - Transformer No. 30 - of the same 
type. Evidently its ratio was not quite so great since it 
gave slightly lower amplification and a somewhat flatter 
curve. It peaked at about the same frequency however as 
Cf •%. y 
g p y 
was higher. 
Curves UOs. 1,9,11,12,10,13, and 14 T.C.S. No.22 




9,11,12,10,13, and 14 on Transformer No. 29. Curve No. 1 
showing the average result of Test No. 1 was included, for 
omparison purposes as it was on T.C.S. Nos. 2©,21,22,and 
J23. Test No, 9 shows the effect of grounding the frame and 
core of the transformer. The higher relative amplification 
indicates ; less secondary leakage reactance due to a change 
in the difference in the composite pattern of the electro-
static fields. The total effective distributed capacity 
is not changed much, since the peak occurs at about the 
same place and the same relative curve shape is obtained 
in this case. None of the transformers tested had provi-
sions for ground connections, and since it is not general, 
this was not one of the conditions of Test No. 1. 
Curve No.11 for Test No.11, which was for the con-
ditions of Test No.l except that the input voltage was in-
creased to 1 volt, shows that the effects of hysteresis 
and eddy current losses, which were assumed negligible in 
obtaining a simplified transformer reactance load diagram, 
exist in sufficient magnitude to decrease the peak value 
considerably, the part of the curve up to the effect of res-
©nance only slightly, and the part of the curve after the ef-
feet of resonance has been passed to quite a large extent. 
Curve No.12 for Test No,12 shows that the effect of 
the resistance and capacity of long plate leads is prac-
tically negligible for a one stage amplifier where there 
is no common battery or lead coupling effects. 
5^ 
Curve Ho.10 for Test Ho. 10 shows that the effect of 
connecting the secondary terminals opposite to their mark-
ings was to change the distribution of the interleaved 
distributed capacity such as to leave the equivalent load 
impedance somewhat greater, and hence the voltage amplifi-
cation was greater after the high frequencies were approach-
ed. 
Curves Hos.13 and 14 for Test Hos. 13 and 14 were to 
simulate the conditions when the filament voltage was not 
adjusted properly. The effect of increasing the filament 
voltage above normal would be to decrease the tube resist-
ance, and decreasing the filament voltage would be.to in-
crease the tube resistance. Thus for Curve Ho.13, which is . 
for an under voltage, the curve is flatter, and the general 
shape is similar to the reference curve Ho.l but is lower 
practically all the way; Curve Ho. 14, which is for a high-
er filament voltage and hence lower tube resistance, is 
higher than reference Curve Ho.l, as would be expected. 
Curves Hos. 1,2,3,4, T.C.S. Ho.23, page 97, show the 
results of Tests Hos.lb, 6, and 6a, respectively, on Trans-
former Ho.29. The conditions for Curves Hos. 2,3, and 4 
were the same as for Curve Ho. 1, Test Ho. 1, except that 
different tubes - Ho.5 (IX201A), Ho.l (CX299), and Ho. 2 
(GX2^9) - with normal filament voltages were used. 
* The CX299 tubes have a higher resistance and lower 
amplification constant than the 01A type tubes, hence 
5 6 
tlieir curves, represented "by Curves 3 and 4, ,avv egreate 
P%lopes than the Curves 1 and 2 for the G1A type tubes at 
-""the lower frequencies and do not peak at the higher fre-
'^«iencies as explained above. Curve No.4 shows that Vac-
uum Tube Ho.2 had a higher tube resistance than Vacuum 
Tube No.l. Curves Eos. land 2 are practically identical 
since the tubes are. 
Curves Nos.2 and 3 T.C.S. No-. 27, page lOl.show the 
results of using Vacuum Tubes No.3 (CX301A) and 4 (CX3Q1A) 
on Transformer No.58. Tube No.3 is evidently arid was a 
higher resistance tube. 
Curves Nos.3 and 4 T.C.S. No.28,page 102 show in ex-
aggerated form what may occur if the transformer secondary 
[ :. leads are made long and:wrapped together. The secondary 
• * 
connections ,were made of telephone cable about 5 feet long. 
The additional distributed capacity effects are pronounced 
as may "be shown "by comparing these Curves. 3 and 4 with 
Curves 2 and 4 respectively, where in the latter curves 
the grid leads were short. 
It is believed that any curve shown on the Trans-
former Curve Sheets can now be interpreted on the basis of 
the discussion given'above. All special tests have been 
considered,but all No.1 Tests have not since principles 
have been discussed. An indication of what voltage ampli-
fication a transformer will give at 30 cycles may be ob-
•r: tained by extrapolating the curves. 
5? 
The Calibration Curves of the V. T. Voltmeter 
pages 195-8, will now "be briefly discussed. The Curves a 
and b on Calibration Cturve Sheet (CCS.) No. 1, page 195, 
were taken first and represent the first calibration; 
the Curves on C.C.S. Ho. 2, page 196, were taken as a re-
check. It was necessary to remove the apparatus to make 
way for other laboratory work in one instance and the 
Curves on C C S . Uo. 3, page 197, were obtained on the third 
calibration after the apparatus was set up again. Calibra-
tion Curve Sheet No.4, page 198, was made necessary because 
the auxiliary C battery 6, Pig. 111 page 228 was acccdentally 
short circuited between runs and it was necessary to re-
place it. It will be noticed that Curve a on C C S . No. 4, 
page 198, is identical with Curve, a on C.C.S. No. % page 197. 
Thus the rerun calibration with this C battery, 6, Fig. II, 
page 28, was checkedanda new curve b, plotted on C.G.S. No.4, 
was obtained wnicti differed from tne corresponding curve on 
C C S . No. 3 because the new auxiliary C batteries put in 
as a replacement had a slightly higher voltage. After this 
calibration the battery potentials and tube conditions re-
mained constant, so that a recheck af a few points taken 
about every 5 tests showed no new calibration neces-
sary. There was no current furnished by the C batter-
ies, the filament voltage was adjustable, and the B baterrr 
ies furnished only a small current except at the instant 




ages,so there was little to affect the calibration. 
Let us now Calculate roughly the inductance of the 
primary circuit of a transformer -which gives practically 
a flat characteristic down to low frequencies where the 
distributed capacity is of little effect. The assumptions 
will be made as on page 18 , that the resistance of the 
tube was 12000 for the conditions of Test No.l and that the 
primary resistance was negligible compared with its re-
sistance. Curve No.l T.G.S. No.20,page 94, is one on which 
the voltage amplification does not increase but about 10 
per cent from 100 cycles until it begins to show resonance 
effects,so it may be assumed-to have a reactance of 
2 L c 24000 ohms at 100 cycles. Therefore, under these 
assumptions 
or 
Xi, = 24000 ohms 
&E - 24000 - 100 m 38.2 henries 
2TT100 It 
The reactance at 30 cycles would be 
XL = 27130 x 38.2 = 7200 ohms hence 
the amplification at this frequency, referring to Fig. 2 
page 9 , would be about .6 of the amplification where 
the curve is flat or about .6 x 21.6 - 13. This value is 
about the Taaue obtained by extrapolation. 
The amplification constant of the tube was about 7,25, 
therefbf(&*„ the eoltage ecross she erimary yas 
7.25'X .5 x .907 - 3.3 volts approximately, at 
100 cycles. The voltage amplification was about 20 at 
this frequency and since the input was .5 volt, the voltage 
aB 
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across the secondary w 10 volts. The transformer ratio 
was therefore about iSL = 3, assuming negligible flux 
leakage. 
The ratio was stated to be 2.2 on Transformer 3, the 
curve of which appears as Curve Ho.l T.C.S. No. 3, page 77, 
Assuming that it has attained full voltage amplification 
exclusive of resonance effect at 500 cycles, we see that 
the amplification was about 18.5. If the tube amplification 
constant was 7.25, measured as described above, the voltage 
across the ̂ primary was 7,25 x .5 = 3.67 volts. The second-
ary voltages 18.5 x .5 = 9.25. The ratio, neglecting leak-
age and losses, was 9.25/3.67 = 2.52, indicating that the 
tube amplification constant was greater than 7.25, or that 
the turn ratio of secondary to primary was greater than 2.2. 
An amplification constant of 8 would give the value 2.3. 
Some idea of the magnitude of the effective second-
ary distributed capacity may be obtained upon the assump-
tion that at resonance in the case of this Curve ilo.l, T.C.S, 
No. 20, page 94, the ̂ primary impedance is still high enough 
to give the full voltage amplification due to the tube. 
Under this assumption the primary apparent inductance 
is not changed by the secondary circuit, since the second-
ary current aetB!"©niyrto Increase the primary resistance 
when the secondary is resonant. Since the primary induct-
ance was 38.2 henries and the ratio of secondary turns to 
primary turns was 3 to 1, the secondary inductance would 
60 
3L. = 2TT4500 x 422 = 
2rrf rC 
then "be (3)^ 38.2 g 422 henries. Since the frequency of 
resonance was at about 4500 cycles, the secondary equiv-
alent reactance was then 
_1 at resonance 
] 
where G is the distributed capacity. 
Then C - .«• yg—K"R"nrri?"A'?9 farac*B 
--3.07 micro-micro-farads 
This value is evidently quite too low because of the 
assumption made. Its value will probably be several times 
this value. This calculated value would be of the order of 
the V. T. "Voltmeter input capacity; thus the V. T. Volt-
meter would affect, to quite an extent, the primary imped-
ance and the frequency of resonance which would occur 
earlier because of it. However an amplifier tube would 
have a capacity of about this magnitude also. The distrib-
uted capacity of this transformer is probably quite low, 
however, compared with several others, sinnc ei tonntinn s 
very large iron core. 
It is now possible to draw some conclusions regard-
ing the requirements of transformers to be used as coupling 
devices in audio frequency amplifiers in which it is de-
sired to reproduce music and other sounds faithfully. It 
is evident that with so many conditions which may affect 
$he esapp oo the ttannsfrmer vollage ampplifiatton curves 
that it is necessary, in order to get good results, to de-
• 
/ 
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sign the transformer to fit specific conditions,and to use 
it ?or have it used,only under the conditions for which it 
was designed, or is found suitable. 
Some manufacturers of transformers, especially some 
of those who sell transformers as separate items,claim su-
periority for their products on the basis of advertised 
curves. Oftentimes the conditions under which the trans-
formers were tested are not given, and as has been seen ' 
these conditions are essential. The curves may not repre-
sent operating conditions, and oftentimes,in my opinion, dd 
not represent the transformer under any conditions. A curve 
may be shown by an advertiser as rising thruout the desired 
range and plausible reasons given- to the layman- why the 
curve should rise. In another case .a curve may be shown 
as havinga falling characteristic, and perhaps more plausi-
ble reasons given why the transformer should have such a 
characteristic. Certain pieces of broadcasting and receiv-
ing apparatus are not perfect,and some manufacturers, appar-
ently) do not try 'to worlk outside the limits of perfection 
of this apparatus. Some try to compensate for existing de-
fects,but compensation, ii fi ti seffeced, ,ay ynly yb e 
temporary remedy and it does not suggest the goal of flex-
ibility and perfection in apparatus. Compensation rem-
edies which have been suggested are the staggering of trans-
former characteristics in successive stages shunting the 
transformer primaries or secondaries with resistances or 
I 
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condensers,or making the transformer characteristics riB-
ing or falling instead of flat. It is often necessary how-
ever to apply drastic compensation measures to some trans-
formers themselves to make them useable. It is believed 
that many manufacturers were not cognizant of the char-
acteristics of their transformer products, and that this was 
especially true of the apparently cheaply built , illy de-
signed,bbt usually low priced transformers made to simu-
late the appearance of transformers of recognized quality. 
The tests on these types of transformers were of especial 
interest and confirmed in general the above expressed 
belief. « 
The following summary may be made regarding the 
factors which enter into the design of a transformer which 
is to give sensibly constant voltage amplification from 
30 to 8000 cycles. 
The ratio of the transformer primary impedance to 
the tube resistance must be two, or above,a't the lowest fre-
quency if at least 90 per cent of the amplified input 
voltage is desired across the primary. This then involves 
the tube resistance which must be known. If the transformer 
is to be used with several tubes, its primary should have 
an impedance of twice the value of the resistance of the 
tube of highest resistance. Since the tube resistance will 
vary under different potential conditions, then the primary 





of highest resistance. 
Tlie primary impedance may he made large by making 
tlie number of turns large, the core cross-section large, 
and by using an iron core of high permeability and low 
reluctance. With a certain number of primary turns, the 
secondary will have about r times as many to obtain a 
Btep-up voltage ratio of r, But the greater the number of 
secondary turns the larger the distributed capacity of the 
secondary, so it is desirable to use as much iron as fea-
sible, iron of high permeability and low reluctance, and 
a low ratio so that the number of primary turns for a re-* 
quired minimum primary impedance or inductance may be 
kept at a minimum, so that in turn the distributed capac-
ity of the secondary can be kept at a minimum. It has been 
shown that the effect of a distributed capacity C across 
the secondary is equivalent to (r2) C in the primary; hence 
its effect may be greatly reduced by the employment of the 
aloove principles. These principles could be followed to the 
extent that the distributed capacity of a transformer would 
be so reduced that it would not decrease the primary imped-
ance below ?R-r, thruout the desired frequency range. Also 
this distributed capacity would then not be likely to cause 
resonance thruout the frequency range. As was indicated in 
the calculation on page 60 only very small capacity is need-
ed however to cause resonance within the audio range when 
the secondary inductance has a value^of 300 to 400 henries 
The characteristics are also affected by hysteresis 
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and eddy.current losses, the magnitude 
w 
of the input volt-
age, poling, the position of the operating point on the 
magnetization curve of the transformer, and the manner in 
which the transformer is wound. The first is negligible 
in effect except in so far as it affects the height of a 
resonant peak. The characteristic obtained at a given fre-
quency by measuring the amplification obtained for differ-
ent values of input voltages is called the load character-
istic of a transformer at that frequency. It "will be a 
"ailing characteristic because both eddy current and hys-
teresis losses increase with the flux density, B, to a power 
greater than unity and since the flux increases will be 
•.tbout equal until saturation in the iron is approached, the 
losses will be increased more by the increases in the flux 
than they are decreased ^by the flux decreases. When satura-
.ion is approached, the flux changes will be reduced; this 
causes a further reduction in voltage amplification and 
;ives rise to distortion. A load characteristic taken at a 
[high frequency will fall off more in proportion than it will 
for a low frequency because, of magnetic "skin effects". 
gThese losses also will have little effect, except at sec-
ondary resonance, if the input voltage is not sufficient ' 
;o saturate the iron during the positive half of the cycle. 
The effect of poling is to change the distributed 
japacity to some extent, so that a transformer should be 
)oled to minimize its distributed capacity. 
V 
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Thjf effect of decreasing the number of primary turns 
is to decrease the effective number of primary ampere turns. 
The value ofthecplate current,when no alternating input 
voltage is impressed on the grid of the amplifier tube,is 
the current which sets up the initial magnetization. The 
resistance of a transformer is low compared to a tube.1 s 
resistance*hence a decreased number of primary turns would 
increase the steady value of the plate current but little, 
if any, since the mean turn length would also be increased. 
The primary ampere turns would decrease,then,ii nabou the 
ratio of the decrease in primary turns. This would not be 
an important factor except for high voltage inputs - whidh 
might reduce the flux to zero during part of the negative 
half of the cycle - since the transformers usually operate 
now,too high on the magnetization curve. 
TT.e primary and secondary windings are usually,of 
necessity wound in layers one above the other. The fine 
wire that must be used practically prohibits the breaking 
up of the primary and secondary into several- interlaced 
sections to prevent flux leakage. The secondary is often 
wound next to the core to minimize leakage however. The 
turns and layers are not usually put on in^haphazard 
fashion but in a regular compact manner. The capacities 
between turns and layers will be determined to a large ex-
tent by the character and quantity of the insulation used. 
It is clear from the results obtained, which are be-
66 
lieved to "be representative, altho t"y no means exhaustive 
either quantitatively or qualitatively, that transformers 
jjr satisfactory under even favoratole conditions are in the 
Hi 
minority, leaving out of consideration transformers which. 
.are now otosolete. It is evident that great progress has 
been made,however,aad some oo tth etansffomees ttestd 
might toe said to "be satisfactory - they are "better at 
present than most loudspeakers. Enough progress has toeen 
made to show that the transformer, "barring new discov-
eries, will toe the practically exclusive interstage audio 
frequency coupling device of the future, 
•.,:• i I T > 





Iden t i f i ca t i on of Transoormer Curve Sheets 




Manufaeturer ex Trade Name 
11 General Badio 
2 Hauland 
3 Bremer Tully 
4 Meloformes 
5 Radio Corporation of America 
6 Aome 
7 Tnordarson 





13 American Transformer Company 
14 Federal 




19 * Volutone 
20,21*22,23 Si lver ^Marshall 
. 
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Identification of Transformer Curve Sheets 







25 Freed Eisemann 
26 Bosch 
27 Fada 




or Trade Mame 
Songhird 
* 


























Type 385, Ratio 1:5 
Rauland Lyr i c type R 500 
S e r i a l No. 65607 
Bremer T a l l y Type 310 
R a t i o 1 :3 ,2 
Mel©former(no markings) 
Bremer f u l l y Type 410 
R a t i o 1 :4 ,7 
Aome Type A-3 
Taordareon Type R150 
R a t i o 1 :3 .5 
Hedgehog Ho, 10$ 
R a t i o 1 :3 , (FT&mier E l ec . ) 
J e f f e r s o n S t a r (o ld type) 
R a t i o 1:3 
Cros ley(no markings) 
Spartom No, 3 (HS) 
Spar ton No, 3 (HS) 
Taordarson 
R a t i o 1:6 






X y i v 
1 
Fede ra l No. 65 
E r l a , R a t i o 1 :3 .5 
Amer t ran(successor t o 
General Radio 331A 
All-American Type R-12 
R a t i o lifc 
Atwater Kent 













































I n s c r i p t i o n 







20 Atwater Kent 




21 General Radio Type 367 
(ou tpu t ) 
1 1 
22 Super ton i | b r a n d ' s ) 




ge l fo rd No. 63A (Grand 's ) 
R a t l o 1 :3 .5 
1 17 
24 Kelford No. 64A (Grand 's ) 
E a t i d 1:5 
1 17 
25 Kelford No. 74A (Grand ' s ) 
Ha t io 1:5 
1 17 
26 Crescent Ho, 260 
E a t l o 1 ;6 ,saample Ho. 1) 
1 18 
27 Volutcme, R a t i o 1:3 .5 1 19 
28 Orescent No. 260 
Eat$o l ; 6 ( s a a m p l e No. 2) 
1 18 
29 S i l v e r - M a r s n a l l No. 320 
(sample No. 1) 
1 
1 0 , 2 , 3 , 
4 , 5 , 6 , 
6a, 7 , 8 , 
9 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 
12 ,13 ,14 
(20 ,21 ,23 ,23 ) 
2 3 , 2 1 , 3 1 , 
îLL , *5_L , 3 3 , 
.33; 31T31, 
33 ,23 ,23 
30 S i l v e r - M a r s h a l l No, 220 
(sample No, 2) 
1 30 
31 General Radio oype e85 
Ratio 1:3 
1 1 
r 33 Atwater Kent(sample Ho. 3) 
( f i r s t stage^new type 193S) 
1 15 
33 S r l a 'Conoet t Gland1 
R a t i o 1}3 
1 13 
34 R.C.A. 0V713 
* 














35 All—Aierican Type R-21 
R a t i o 1:5 
1 2 
30 . J e f f e r s o n Type 38 1 9 
37 
y 
J e f f e r s o n $tar(new) 
R a t i o 1 :1 .5 
1 9 
38 J e f f e r s o n Star(new) 
R a t i o 1:6 
1 9 
$9 J e f f e r s o n $tar (new) 
R a t i o 1;3 
1 9 
40 Fede ra l No, 226 1 14 
41 Federa l fto, 65A 1 14 
43 All^Ameriean Type R-15 
R a t i o 1*5 
1 2 
43 Brandee 1 29 
44 R.0.A, (Cata log No.409415) 
Radiolaa 3,3A 
1 5 
45 Freed Eisemaan 1 25 
46 Thordarson Type R200 
(sample Ho. 1) 
1,6 7, 7 
47 TEordarson Type R200 
(sample Ho, 2) 
1 7 
4B Songbird Master tone 
R a t i o 1 :3 ,5 , ( s ample Ho, 1) 
1 24 
49 Songbird Master tone 
R a t i o 1 :3 .5 , ( s ample Ho, 2) 
1 24 
50 Boseh(Cruiser f i r s t - s t a g e ) 1 26 
51 Boseli{ ormiser seeond^stage) 1 26 
52 Fada(o ld type) 1 27 
53 Stromberg Car lson 4A 1,15 28)38 
»£ 













Strornberg Garlson 41 
Ameetran Deluxe 





Fada 1937 type 
f i r s t a&d seooad siage 
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Description of Tests 
Test No. 1 
Test No. la 
Test No. lb 
Test No. 3 
Test No. 3 
Test No. 4 
i 
Test No. 5 
Test No, 6 
Test No. 6a 
Test Ho. 7 
Test No. 8 
Test No, 9 
fc Test No. ,10 
J Test No. 11 
Transformer used in conjunction with GX301A 
Vacuum Tube(Ho. 4); PPatt eatttey Vootagge ,E * 
90 volts; 'C* Battery Voltage, EQ #J*4«§ volts; 
Filament Voltage, Ej» =* 5 volts; Input voltage 
,'•= 0.5 volts; transformer markings followed 
when shown. 
Same as No. 1 except CX301A tube No. 3 was used. 
Same as Bo. 1 except UX201A tube No. 5 was used. 
I Samm as sNo . 1excep tE Q-3 volts. 
Same as No. 1 except Eg = 67,. 5 volts, EQ *~3 
volts. 
Same as No. 1 except Eg? * 67.5 volts, E«-.--1,5 
volt8. 
Same as No. 1 except Eg = 135 volts, EQ =-9 
volts. 
Same as No. 1 except tube was CX299 No. 1 with 
Ej, '»•3 volts. 
Same as No. 1 except tube was GX299 No. 3 with 
EF mHm volts. 
Same as No. 1 except tube was GX299 No. 1 with 
Eg ** 67.5 volts and EQ =*-1.5 volts, 
Same as No. 1 except tube was CX399 No. 1 with 
EB = 67.5 volts and EQ =-3. volts. 
Same as No. 1 except transformer frajae was 
grounded to negative filament. 
Same as No. 1 except transformer secondary 
terminals were connected opposite to their 
markings. 
Same as No. 1 except input voltage was kept 
constant at 1 volt. 
iTest No. 12 Same as No. 1 except that the plate by-pass 
condensers across the B battery of the ampli-
fier tube were removed and the plate of B-bat-
tery leads made 50 feet long. 
pest No. 13 Same as No. 1 except that EF = 4.5 volts. 
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• • . . . 
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Description of Tests 
(Continued) 
... . 
Test No, 14 Same as No. 1 except that Ep=» ̂ .5 volts. 
Test No. 15 Same Ms ITo, 1 except that the transformer 
secondary leads were made aiout 5 feet long. 
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VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
.. -, tr...( 
"11*-
* •-. 
': Sheet No./. 1 -Transformer No. ;-|j- Test No, - tfc 
Amplifier Tube 
Jjfpe CXS@1A No. 4 Voltages;— E g ^ 9© volts; EQ= 4 , 5 volts; Ejr= volts 
1 
'" 4>9 
"VACTDUM TUBE VOI/E METER _ i i . 
Calibration ^ 
at 60 cycles 
1 
. I... 
Reading for the amplifier 
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k = i k==l 
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_1» 34 i 20. ©„ 
S 3 . ZQubXZ 
J&M9 
1 * 7 5 





* ! , * 
M*& 
2 3 . 9 5 
_U95_ 




, 8 8 
B . 6 4 
6 * 5 
1 7 . 3 ! 4 . 3 2 
1 2 ^ 0 
_Q-*Je. 
M . fc 
2,2 
a _ _ 
• = * -\ • \— - —v 
- - ' • — : 
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—w* 
. 3 . 0 




_ 1 8 . 9 
13_«.55 
1 1 . 5 
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2 0 0 




1 0 0 0 
, 1 5 0 0 
___2000 
4 2 * 4 
_57j |8 
• •27«i 












4 5 0 0 
5 0 0 0 
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VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
; 
Transformer No. 4 Sheet No. g 
11 
fype@X301A 
Test, No. .1 
Amplifier Tube 
No. 4 Voltages:— F J B= 9© volts; E c = 4 t § volts; EF= § volts 
REMARKS 
See Galibration 0ur^e Sheet N@. 2 
See TraasfQrmer Qurve Sheet Ho. 4 
a*1 
. " % 
fl 
Bransformer No. £ 
- — — 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
Sheet No. & 
B W — — — • r • 
1 1 6 
/ 
Test No. 1 
Amplifier Tube 
t y p e GX303.A No. 4 Voltages:— EB = - g Q volts; E c = 4 gj volts; E F = g-. volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 
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VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
Test No. > 1 
Amplifier Tube 
Sheet. No. 4e 117 
••ype QX3GXA N o . 4c Vol t ages :— E g = 9 0 , v o l t s ; E Q = /^. § v o l t s ; Ep-— § vo l t s 









Calibration Reading1 for the amplifier 
a t BO cycles 1 at a given frequency f. 
Plate 
n u l h a m p e r e s 
Input O u t p p t 




millianiperes 1 volts 




1 I 1£~\. k = k = l k = k = l k— 1 k=25 k = l k—1 
_^a22L *.JH- ~_ 16 .5a . 
1 9 . 3 
- JLXSt 
4.-T& 
I 9 , 0 l & J ) $@ 





§*»4. i n . as> sn 7 20© 
MRee D at a Sh e e t - " 
—. _ _ !L__ 8.— -5-^48-1 1 0 . 4 -
-5.+4EL Ab ^ 
2 0 . 8 
SO 6 
300 
No. 2~ and #- _§u-35i 
1 .9 
1 0 . 2 -
-OOUJ 
10^11 
_ i i , _ i _ 
_ _ ^ U 4 
- -20 .3 
5 0 0 - - -
700 ftalit x aSi oh Curve — " S " — -20*3 _ .38Ul 3^ e e t No . 2 2 0 . 3 —1000. 
2A*1 S ,28 __ .Ji3.»*fc _,' 
t ._33_.« 
3 5 . 8 
__.15Q.0_  
__ 2000 _ 
250Q_ 
2 7 . 9 
32?* S 
v * S O 
. 8 ^ 1 2 
_10.S5 
^ 2 7 J 
12.9_ 
1 4 . 8 
!L17_.G 







B * 1*13 1 9 . 5 






^ M J 
_JEL.O__ 
1 3 . 5 
4500 _ ...... 
snnr. 
6 0 0 0 - -
7finn 
11 . £ 
J& . .5& . _4J?_i 
2 . 1 7 8 . 7 
5 , 0 1 . 2 5 4.5E 9 . 1 8000 
3 . 3 ^£2 3.7S -7*5 9Q00 
2 . 2 _ . ^ 5 & 2^3 . -4.JS - t -v /WWW 
REMARKS 
0 See fransf©rmer Curve Sheet &©, 21. 
(Ml 
BransformerfiTf). & 




Test No . 1 Sheet No. 
Amplifier Tube 
jrpeCXS01-A f$o. 4 Voltages:— E B = 9 0 volts; EQ—=4.§ volts; E T , I = 5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 













k— k = l k—1 
Output 
equiv. 
milliamperes I volts 
• • DWftâ  Jh ' set. 
nil, 3. JQXI 




v 333a _ _*5a. 












_ 1 3 M S , 0 
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. ^^9,7-19^1—1 
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_ _ 4 2 _ l 7 _ £ -
^ ^ U S - I S ^ — 
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See Transformer 0urov Sheet Ho® , . 
• • 
fcaiiRformer No. $ 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST BATA SHEET 
6 Test N o . & Sheet No. 
Amplifier Tube 
• * 
fpe Q X 3 0 1 A No. 4 Voltages:— E-o=-' 9 © volts; E/~>= 4 « S volts; E-p^= 5 
119 
volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 




t = i k = l 
Inpu t 
milli ampere 3 
equiv. 
volts 





V* Ok-ba Saittt 












S 2 • 8 
3 3 » ©._ 
SUX 








gMHB " 7.QS 
5 ,S5- ! i a ,5_ 
7,B-;3 3.a' 
. 8 , 2 - 1&»® 
-s^^-isas-
9., 67.-14,35-












1 6 . 3 j 
MJW 
1 7 , 4 -
.17. f 
i 6 , 9 5 . 
JUL1_ 
3-5*2^_ ^^95ffil.^7-
33*9- -5.̂ 97-, 10 . 9_ 
15 ,7 5.93 8.75 
11*0. 3.-75- - 7 , 1 5 . 
__.8^2L 
- 1 4 , 1 . 
31 .0 
-54^6-
- 3 6 , 0 -











33 ,3 . 
27_4_ 
^33Ua. 
1 7 . % 





















See Transf?rm3r Curve Sheet Ho. 6 
, . ' • 
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VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
' 
120 
Tansformer No. 7 Test No. 1 Sheet No. 7 
Amplifier Tube 
^Pe CX301A No- ̂  Voltages:— EB= 90 volts; E Q = ^ . 5 volts; E-n-= ^ volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER Voltage 1 
Calibration *• 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 

















*P *P £ i P E2 
E a 
' f 
1 k = i k = | k = i k = k = l k = l k=*25 k = l k = l 
• 
. o *•-' & a —*fH Z) . Z}& 1 .37a ; 4 . 8 9 . 6 6 0 n 1M 2 . 9 7 7 . 5 1 5 . 0 100 it n 2 0 . 8 5 . 2 1 0 . 1 5 2 0 ^ 2 0 0 
ti M 26 .-. 9 6_.72 11 . .6 
7 , ? 1 2 ^ 0 
2 3 , 2 
2 4 . 0 
3 0 0 
_4_D_0 II « _2fU_7 
II. n 
. 3 3 , 0 
7 f 7 5 
1 3 ^ 0 _ 
_£5_,.l 5QQ 
« n • £ r S 5 2 6 , 0 _7_ao 
i t • H 33,_2 8 . 4 1 3 , x D 1 26_,3 ia_oo_ 
M n 33^3 8 . 4 _13,_1_5 
1 3 . 5 
26^.3 120"0_ 
ft n 3 5 . 0 8_, 75 
8 ^ 9 5 
27_3 0 1 5 0 0 
II n 3 5 . 8 13JI 7 
1 3 , 0 
li'ii 
3ZA 200_0_ 
n H M 3 ^ , 0 8T 2 5 




30_D_0 See 1 ) a t a Si .efiet 4 tt | 33^5 
Fc J_• ._£_ar 
'Ifcs^tior 
\e Siie e 
id w « 3 3 , 2 -8^L 
8*0 
1 3 . 1 5 2 6 . 3 _ 35.00 
B a l i l i II f • 32^0 _ 1 2 J , 8 . _ 
1 2 , 8 
1 2 # 6 5 
£ 5 _ 6 _ _ 
2 5 , 6 
4 0 0 0 
i_Cv.T% t w « 3 2 . 2 8 . 0 5 4 5 0 0 
1 'O t &. . . n « ,. 3 1 . 5 7 . 8 7 2 5 . 3 5000 
w II .. 3 0 . 4 7 . 6 J. £J . ^t 2 4 . 9 6 0 0 0 
It « 2 8 . 0 7 . 0 1 1 . 8 5 2 3 . 7 7 0 0 0 
II * 2 5 . 0 6 . 2 5 1 1 . 1 £-> £-• T JC 8 0 0 0 
it 11 2 2 j 0 
1 7 , 8 
5 . 5 
4 . 4 5 
. 1 0 . 4 . 
9 . 4 5 
2 0 . 8 
1 8 . 9 
_J300C_ 
io0od n tt 













VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ ™ - * " : - ^ ^ ^ 
121 
Transformer No. 8 Test: No . 1 Sheet No . 8 
Amplifier Tube 
[Type CX3G3.A No. 4 Voltages:— -^B= 9 0 volts; -^"0= 4 « S volts; E p = volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 
at a given frequency f. 












k = l k = l 
Output 
equiv. 
m^ '̂ aniperes I volts 
,t& Sbe-e-t 
X01 . & v l $ u -
-Sk**t-U9, 
C"U!TVft 
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— 1 1 * 6 
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1500— 
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t ransformer No. 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
9 Test No. 1 Sheet- No. 9 
kttVpVftftY Tvtoft 
12 fl 
f?ypo.CX301A No. 4 Voltages:— EB= 90 volts; E Q = 4 , 5 volts; EF= 5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 































Bse* ee Data 8 ' iee t 
Bo. 2 
and 
• S a l l b r a t i o ; a 
E-
Curve 
...jStieei; H"D ..._2_ 





















J L 7 j _ . 
£ L 3 _ . 
2 3 . 1 
M ^ 8 . 
j f e .7 
2 7 . 2 
28_,J_ 
1 .18a 




• 2 9 . 5 





3 5 . 8 
_5_̂ .0.3 
5̂ 7_7__ 





1 6 , Q 
10.fr 




1 2 . 1 JL52 . _jl£*1 
7_._77___ 1 2 . 5 5 . 
8»V... feaJ,: 













1 ^ 7 
&3LJI 
15*J 
1_6*.1_ 4 . 0 2 
X-feL^J&.D 
11^8.5_ 
1 0 . 4 5 
8 . 8 5 
8 . 8 
13..O 
_1S_,4_ 
2 1 . 4 
fefejfcijj 
2 3 . 1 
JL3jt4_ 
2_3_«_@_ 
. . . - ,2£..«J4 
__2A^2_ 
2Jl^4 
, 2 5 . 8 
iifL^4-
27.4 
_ 2 7 _ * 4 _27^2.. 
£/ /• tfflp 
_ 26,. 5 
23L7 
__.2£L_1L_ 























j See T r a n s f o r m e r Cuive S n e e t Efo. 9 
<*3VH 











« ' i 
* 
.-, " ' 
W J W W W . - ' • h --??11 " ' 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
[Transformer No. 1 0 Test No. 1 Sheet No. 1 © 
! . Amplifier Tube 
p y p e CX3Q^A No. 4 Voltages:— E T J = 9 © volts; Ep™ 4 # g volts; E p ~ 5 
12 3 
volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
a t 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 




[ J K ^ 1 _ 
Plate 
































-&»»;..•' | g « a • 
_35*.t_;_a*BS- JU>7 
-35+3_ L8+S3— .13+55-
_34+2 | SUSS_ X3+,75 
-35+-0—JJ8..7-5-_ -i3.»S_ 









1 B J L 
-8+43— -13+1  
_7+93 JU..-7-. 
7.33— 13*15 
£ * S—- i X1+-85 
-S+SS^J-l l^lS 
















J 6 + 5 _ 











^ - S i + a -
20+A ife-jr 
—15^,0 —1ft. O 
-_ruo-





















_ _ _ „ 
REMARKS 





VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
ansforrner No. 1 1 Sheet No. 1 1 
12 * 
'pe03B2QUk 
Test, No. 1 
Amplifier Tube 
No. 4t Voltages:-— EB= 9Q3 volts; E C = 4 . S volts; Eji= volts 
Cailbrat 
^t t h i s veltage and the C ha t te ry used the gr id cdarcult of the 
Vacuum Tufee Voltmeter drew 50 microamperes, 3500 ohms was the 
grid se r ies r es i s t ance at t h i s reading. 
5 
. • . 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA 
fransformer No. 1 2 
Hrpe0X30XA No. 4 
Test No. 1 
m 
Amplifier Tube 
Voltages:— E T > = 9 0 
Sheet No. X3:> 
volts; Eo"=4., § volts; 
. 




VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
?ransformer No. ̂ , 3 
12 6 
^ Test No. 
* 
' ' Amplifier Tube 
me 0 X 3 0 1 A No, 4 Voltages:--
Sheet No. ^ 3 
_T 9 0 
______-_____—-__— 
volts; 
_ _ _ _ _ 
E E = 4 . 5 volts; E=--= 5 
c 
volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 






k^ k = l 
Reading for the amplifier 
at a given frequency f. 
Inpu t 




k = k = l k- 1 
Output 
mil li amperes 
equiv. 
volts 
k = _ = 1 k = l 












l a . S -
_-U_i_ 
'_-U5._ 
J U ^ I l J L J B I 
44.5 
- i j O - J b 
__a_s_ 
_ _ * 3 E 
__ua _Q -#_-0. 
_ _ _ _ _ 
_a_9_ 
2b , 3 
2Q*_L. 
_ - , . - -
. 4 . 6 2 
























. _ . .as. 
___________a3«__. 55 
_______ 













2 » » j fi.fi 
-LO.OO. 
_j_Ji__ 
B . l 
.______. 
. X V. _ -— 
_.3*_L 















- • 4 S 0 B . . 
5000 






. ° See; _xa_s_ctr_er Q-arye Sh.e*t N». 7 
• • • 
' I 
• • 
•.mim,!'MJ>J-''' • '•' ^ W - ™ ™ ™ V _-»»» 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 127 
eansfonner No. 1 4 Test No. 1 Sheet No. 1 4 
Amplifier Tube 
rpe GX301A No. 4 Voltages:— E f i = 9 0 volts; E Q = 4 . 5 volts; E p = 5 volts 
\ _ _ _ _ 4 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 











milliampere s volts 
\ 
E l 
k = l k = l 
Output^ 
milliamperes 
ftr Data Saget 









8:, D; a 
1 4 . 5 




















1 5 » S - -







. 14 .45 
_15*0Q 
_15^__ 
1 £ j £ _ 
j i S ' j -
-t- f t »J 
_17._7_ 


































- 3 3 . 5 -
—ISSvS-
~ 1 3 v 6 — 












— 3 5 0 0 
2500 
2QQQ 










0 See Transfttrmer Carve Sheet So, 14 
• . : • " . 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA E 1 2 R 
fansformerNo. 1 5 
fpe ©X301A " No. 4 
Test No. 1 Sheet No. 1 5 
Ampl i f i " Tube 
Voltages:-— E R = 9 0 volts; E Q = 4 , 5 volts; ISjf — w volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 






in illi amperes 











^ s 2 S 
. .541A 
lee Da ta She a t 
. a n a , 
a l i kxa . t i . an 
. .Jhaxv^-Sbfije-t 
mj& 
_ «iS-_ JLs* 
&X-
i^B-





5 3 ^ 0 . 
_53_1 
3 3 . 8 









. 6 . 3 5 
_7^0 
_8..35_. 
_ a . 2 _ „ 
S . 3 -
3 . 4 5 . 
8 I 3 8 
_7.5S . 
- 7 . 5 _ _ 














J 3 3 ^ 5 _ _ ^ 5 S _ 
1 5 . B _ ! ^ 7 _ _ 
4 0 , - 7 5 
•IMJS-
X 2 + 0 _ 
- 1 3 U 5 
- 1 3 . 1 , . 
i$v& 
- 1 3 , 3 5 
J L 3 ^ . 
-13* 55 
0 3 U 5 -
13*X 
. 1 4 . y. _3J£2L 
_2.75_ 1 1 . 0 
_ & j a J jau0 
—&J3_ JU5 
• • 
- J lvS :•--
JOa 
- 1 0 . 5 5 
_ 9 . 6 5 
__a. .5_ 
__7 .15 






— 3 1 . 5 --
— 3 3 . 5 . 
••J34.0. -. 
-3B.-3.-
.. 36, .&_ 
,_..aa.4-
- J S 6 , 7 
__25^4_ 
- 2 5 . 1 , 
-JBfejJL-
- - 3 4 . 3 
23.. 8 — 
. . - 33 .X 




1 7 . 0 -
1 4 . 5 -






1 0 0 0 
. 1 2 0 0 
150Q_ 
_ — 3 Q Q 0 — 







5 0 0 0 -
?0OO-. 
5 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 -
—10000 
REMARKS 
S B e Transf©rmer Grirve H « . 12 
. • • • • . • ; 
•• • • • '" ' .' ' 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
former No. 1 6 Test No. 1 Sheet No. I S 
129 
Amplifier Tube 
GX301A No. 4 Voltages:- Eo= 9 0 volts; E P = 4 . 5 v o l t s ; E P = 5, c-? volts 
-
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
--
former No. 1 7 Test No . 1 s Sheet No. 1 7 
Amplifier Tube 
J X 3 0 1 A No. 4 Voltages:— E g - 9 0 voll.s; E c = 4 . , 5 volts; EF= 
130 
volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 





Beading for the amplifier 



















.at a Sheet 
JtiU 
TtratlQB 
S l e e t 
_Qtl£ie 
m^2k 
















- 4.QE 8 .9 -
^ i ^ 7 _ ^ ! : „ a ^ _ 
-^..asiid^as-
BJl&lll^lZ 
—6 -̂35-; H ^ 3 — 
- E . 82-11 *8S 
..3*D_ 
£ U 2 _ 






















13 .8 ... 
12.3— 
1 3 . 3 -
1 0 , 2 . 
. 13^.3-
16^&-






































V VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
131 
•Transformer No. 1 8 . Test No . 1 Sheet N o . 1 8 
Amplifier Tube 
, - • • 
jFype 0X301A No.4 Voltages:— EJB== 90 volts; Ec~= 4 . 5 volts; EF= 5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
. I n p u t 
I volts 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 
at a given frequency f. 
Plate 
c.HTre u l 
d i m amperes 
=-
k = te=l 
Input 
m ill i amp or es 
equiv. 
volts 





k7.25 k = l k = l 
See Data 
»•.. :. 










































. 7 . & -
_7*8-?J J.3-8_5_ 
3 , 7 -






• la .af t 
1 0 . 3 5 
- 1 0 . 7 -
-lO^B.-
U . l . 
1 1 . 4 . 
j & * 2 i 









































as. a _ 
























0 See Tx&nef ermeK Curve Sheet N*. 33 
. ' • • M L - • ' • • ' " " ' 
! • 
TOLTAEE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
transformer No. 1 9 ; Test No. 1 Sheet No. USB 
Amplifier Tube 
-pe CJXSQLA No. 4 Voltages:—• •E-n=" 9 0 volts; EQ= 4 . 5 volts; E~p~ 5 
132 
volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
a t 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 






c,^re • milhampores 
i l 
k— k—1 

















a j i d 
• Data SHeet 
Ha. 11 
a U b r a t i e n 
ouxve Bneet 
H». 














































^ 2 2 
14 .65 . 






oo. a _ 










3 2 . 2 





- 3 . 0 2 
_-U75 
1.1» 
1 4 ^ 9 -
1 0 ^ 5 . 
__7___5__ 
,s¥B 
4 . 1 


























0 <__._. iM«fMt«»<Hk'>MB «_ _____ _il_ A. -r_ HI? 
See Transformer Curve attest No, 15 
• 
. 
« ttOLTACrE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
JransfonTier No. 3 S Test No. 1 Sheet No. 2 0 
Amplifier Tube 
fype 0X301A No. 4 Voltages:— EB= 9 0 volts; Er i= 4 . 5 volts; E F = 5 
133 
volts 











at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 
at a given frequency f. 
E Tnniit Plate Input Output 
I volts milliamperes 
• • • • • - -
H 
1 equiv. 
milliamperes 1 volts milliamperes 
equiv. 
volts 
E h E l H % 
E a 
J l c = l fc= k = l k = k—1 k = l k" , 2 5 k=l k = l 
• • ^ $ ___X._9_« .^4.7, . *. i^ss . 3 4 1 . -,-., 3*7 SQ 
M M ,2.»J3. ^ 6 5 . . 2*7 M*& . 1Q0_... 
a It 
H _S^J4 
.1*43__ __ 4,_9_„ 9*.a. 3QQ 
it 3^10. £ . 1 5 ; 12.3 300 
• 
tf N ,1CU9 2 . 7 0 7 . 1 i 14. . 3 
- 1 5 * 0 
: . 4QQ 
500 K It ia*a 3 ^ . 0 „ : 7^5_ 
it it 1 3 . 0 3^25 i - 7 . 8 5 1 5 . 7 —_7_QQ 
H tt J L 4 . 5 . - S ^ O ! _ 8 . 4 5 • 1 6 . 9 1 0 0 0 
It H 1 5 . 0 3 . 7 5 8 . 5 i 7 + a 1 2 0 0 
Bee.I lata__31 . s e t tt H 1&J1 4 . 0 0 8 . 8 1 7 . S 1 5 0 0 
No_̂  12 . _an4L i tt ls^a 4 . 2 0 8 ^ 9 5 1 7 . 9 2Q00 
B a l i ) j r a t i o i l i N It 1 6 . 5 L40CL. 
J l&^5 4 . 1 0 
. _8^9__ 
8 . 9 
___17.Si„ 
—JLT^B 
1 8 , 3 
2 2 0 0 
Curve -3h..eft± tt tt _2_5QQ__ 
snnn WL— Wa. 3 It R _17*1. JkJSOJ _9^15 
4 T R0 9 . 5 tt tt - I S . 4 
1 9 , 4 
_350D__ 
.400.0. H ^ It n 1 9 r 0 4 , 7 5 9 , 7 
* It * 1 8 , 5 - 4 . 6 0 _ 
4 . 8 5 
9 . 5 _ 
. 9 ^ 8 . 
1 9 . 0 4S0O 
tt it 1 9 . 5 19 T f i _ijQQ0— 
• ' tt • 2 0 ^ 1 , j 5..J02. 1 0 , 0 3 0 . 0 — . — 6 0 0 0 . 
7 0 0 0 1 * It n 1 9 , 9 j 4 , 9 7 9 . 9 5 
« it 1 7 ^ 2 . 4 . 3 0 9 ^ 1 5 - i a * 5 . 8 0 0 0 
II H 1 5 . 9 3.^97 _8.7J5 _ _ 1 7 , J 5 _ _ S0O.O-.-
II II 1 3 T 0 3 , 2 5 7 . 8 5 
R̂ 0 See T 'ransfo >rnier C UTVe S 
REMA 
h e e t $ 
RKS 
© • 15 
c ; • 




Kransformer No. 31 
_ • i I, I i r i _ T - - • ' 'iH,/T, 
• . . 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
Sheet No. 2 1 
.., 
134-
Test No. 1 
Amplifier Tube 
I F r*.. 
fcrpe GI301A No. 41 Voltages:— E-o=90 volts; I I I Q = 4 . 5 volts; •Ej'F= 5 volts 
• 
^ V O L T A G E A M P L I F I C A T I O N T E S T DATA S H E E T 135 
Sheet No. 23 [Transformer No. 2 2 Test No. 1 
Amplifier Tube , 
| r p e C S S Q 1 A No. 4 Voltages:— Eyj— 9 0 volts; E p = 4 , 5 vol ts ; E-p = 5 volts 
VACmrM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 






cu5rent i milhamperes 
_ a— 
k— k = l 
Reading for the amplifier 












(a l t . i r a t 





. * i?.TFj*t<?- ft SL 
" 
* 










a . 75. 












. 1 6 . 2 _ 
it. te. 
isjis 









_ ^ L 3 ^ 
17*5 







— 3 3 , 
_32*_3_ 
47 ni 11 wl i f t ' n " i f 
..35vS| 3.95 
^45,3-ll-32:-15JZ-
-A&+&1 Ja..2i-- - 1 4 , 3 -
13*75 
-13^05 





_3_U_!_ 7 . 5 _ 
.aa^._-.5*-57 
J J ^ S 
12*.7 
-U-&JZ 
• 7 « -
_4*3__ 





2 7 . 5 
36 .1 





Z _ -7-00 
-__JLG00— 
— - 1 2 0 0 -
- 1 5 0 0 -
-2000 — - 3 2 0  -
v?nn 









• • . v - . - . i 





23 •est No. 1 
•  3 fffil T I 
Amplifier lube 
No. 4 Voltages:— -^B= 
TEST DATA SHEET 
136 
Sheet No, £ 3 
j volts; Eri= Ttfijp volts; 
——— 






Curve Sheet Ho, 4 





- . • • . 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
13 " 
•ansforiner No. 2 4 Test No . Sheet No. 24 
Amplifier Tube 
•Pe © X 3 0 1 A ^ ° - 4 Voltages:— E g = § 0 volts; E Q = 4 . 5 volts; E p = 5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
a t 60 cycles 
Reading' for the amplifier 





c.Hrren'' in mtfliamperes 
£ 






















9LL WBX u/fciwn 
imd~ 
Curve 
f a r - 4 ~ 
iSkeet-







L 1 4 , 3 
JL4+B-
..jssa 


















l 6 » 6 . 
. .1.8 >S _ 




- « * — 
_3_,82_ 
3.35_ 
_ 4 * 1 -














3 * 0 _ 
9.45-


























o See Tra&Bformer Curve Sheet No* 17 
: - ' • - ' • ' 
ransformer No. 2 5 
t 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFIGATION TEST DATA SHEET 
Sheet No. 2 5 
13 8 
Test No. Xr 
Amplifier Tube 
•tpe€X301A No. 4 Voltages:— ETV= 9 0 volts; Ep— 4 . 5 volts; EE>=» volts 
REMARKS 
° See Tra&sfoxmer G&rve Sh.ee"t Kit. 1 ? 
. I • 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
• 
139 
[Transformer No. 26 
% 
[Type 0X301-R No- 4 
Test No. 1 
Amplifier Tube 
Voltages:— Kj3=90 
Sheet No. 8 6 
volts; EQ=TI 4 , $ volts; EF= g volts 
- • . . . . 
transformer No.37 
. • " "?*&. 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
Sheet No. 3 7 
140  
Test No. 1 
Amplifier Tube 
ypeflI301A No. 4 Voltages:— E g = 9 0 volts; . E( j=4. ,S volts; EF= 5 volts 
j • 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFIGATION TEST DATA SHEET 
t ransformer No. 3 3 Test No. 1 Sheet No. 2 8 
Amplifier Tube 
f P e 0 X 3 0 1 A No. 4 Voltages:— E J J = 9 Q vo l t s ; ' En— 4 # § volts; E-p= 
141 
5 volt.s 
VACTJUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 






B a A s L . S k f t £ S L _ 
*P 
k = k==l 
mil Hamper OK 
Reading lor the amplifier 
at a given frequency f. 












l i f t . 23 
_KkL 
Lkrat lab . 
.Qszxe-
tJM 








u . 5 |, 3 .6 
I L 1 * . 





J M L -
H * £ 5 
3̂ 6_7_ 
ia*_65_ 15.2; 
J* o ^ i B * a s 
—^.53J19. 76. 
. 35 ;1Z*B5-
g i l .35A15 .8 


















































j° See Traaaf ©Bm«§ GHXYB SheeH Ho; 18 








t ransformer No. 3 9 
• 
VOLTAGE AMTLfFlCKTlQlS TEST DA.T&. SHEET 
Sheet. No. 29 
1 4 - **• 
Test No. 1 
Amplifier Tube 
r 
fp3 Q X 3 3 1 A 5S&. 4 Voltages:— E R = 9 0 volts; I V - T = 4 # 5 volts; £ ' F = 5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
» f c = l 
Plate 
c^^ren m milliamperes -—— 
k=4 
Reading for the amplifier 




equiv. j equiv. 
volts milliamperes I volts 









• ; *" 
- — 
JSl. 
_ * 1 . 
H 
&T*A_ 
SQ .̂6 i 
3X*0_ _ _j 













_4j_45& ?_, 35 
5^5 J & J u 
5,35 10,2 I 
_i*&T,lCU55>l 

























• J M * J-Q-75 
. JSvS3 10.8 




2 2 . ^ _ 
3 1 . 9 
1 - 5 ^ 5 ^ 0 ^ 7 5 
i—S*Q2 1 1 , 0 
—&*37| 1*1^85 
-7*12JL2^Q_j' 
J 3 U 5 — 
-—31* 6 — 
—21^-S-
-JSGUS 
-7 ,97 % 3£. ft 








5 4 . 0 
_a*£7 _10*-6S 
- ^ 3 * J 7 5 _ J B ^ 5 -
a # t ? fi^as 
2 . 2 5 4*5 5 
35*_6_ 
2 4 . 8 — 
lir»— 
i l l . . S 
j . 7 . 0 
. 1 2 . 5 





_ - 3 0 0 0 -









I See Uransfotmer Curve Skeet He* 30,21,33,23 
i 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION T E S T DATA S H E E T 143 
Bansformer No. 3 0 
T 
•pe 0X301A No. 
Test. No . 1 „ Sheet No . 3 0 
Amplifier Tube 
Voltages'.— E ^ = 9 0 volts; E Q = 4 , 5vo l t s ; E -p= 5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 
at a given frequency f. 
aput 
alts 
t = l 
Plate 
c.Vl^re milliamperes 


















ATS5 k = l fe:—1 
JLAJT 
l & J L 





1 7 * 1 
.lffiJS-










. 5 . 4 
J3*6_ 
,£*£24L-0*25. 
ju f f l JCSZ 
3A9_ _8*7 
_4*-Q__; _8.S5 













































3 1 , g 
_ 2 2 . S 
22. 7 
^ 3 * 5 _ 
„ 2 3 * 4 _ 
3 1 . A. 
—18*9— 








— 1 3 0 0 — 















0 See? Transfernie* Curve Sheet He. 30 
I 
' 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFIGATION TEST DATA SHEET 144 
jansformer No. 2 9 Test No. 1 
Amplifier Tube 
Sheet No. 3 1 
-pe C X 3 0 1 A No. 4 Voltages;— E g = 9 0 volts; E Q = 4 . 5 volts; 
f * 
EF-— 5 votes 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
iput 
Calibration 
a t 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 
at a given frequency f. 















T l r * 




milliamperes I volts 
E„ 
335k—.5— 






s o , 8 _ 
23 3 
k = l . 
1 S . A J L - 4 , 6 0 a 9, 
















-Ja*8--sstxlXis p R 
—IQ.I _ 





































_3*,75- - 8 . 50 
-3*43-' a. TO 
1.50 5*0 
20*-5_ 
- 3 0 * 8 -
2 1 * 3 -
-21*1 
- 3 1 . 4 _ 
2 1 . 1 
__^31*3-
—21*5— 
3 1 . 8 -
— -33*3— 
. 32*3 _ 
3 a » 9. 
33*5— 
3 4 * 3 -
- ^ 3 4 . 9 . 
— 3 5 * 2 _ 
-.22*' 
21*-7 


























Seft Tran.farmer Curve Slaee* K*» 20 and 21,33,23 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 14 5 
Franyformer No. 3 9 Test No . 2 Sheet No. 3 3 
Amplifier Tube 
f p e ©JE3OXA No. 4 Voltages;— E~B~~ 9 0 volts; E c = 3 vol ts ; E F = §5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER _ _ _ _ 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 
at a given frequency f. 















it S !ffiyS K-. S* ft Clf 
ff£* 2&i 




Outpu t ^ 
equiv. 







3 6 * £ 
» f t * ^ 
-35*4. 
spy? 6 .48 


















T T * » — 11^2 
11.4 . 
-11*6 _ 
I T K S T 
1 1 *v 
* 
-3.5,5-








__7*_55 13ft 451 
3*3-- is.as. 
- 8 . 3 £ JL3+3—[ 
. 8 *B2-j -13*6J__ 
j&*ii3;_13^7__ 
8,«,AS ,3&.;4. , 
-a*3_;Jii*j0s_ 
£JU 3 .3 -
-2.  













. — . . . . , - • :% 
REMARKS 
* 
0 See Txaasfezratr Qu-cve Sheet Ne, 31 
-
E E l '2 
• • 
;.-
•Transformer No. 2 9 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
14 6 
Test No . 3 Sheet No. 3 3 
Amplifier Tube 
| /ype 0 X 3 O 1 A No. 4 Voltages:— -^R"~ « > 5 5/olts; E W ^ 3 vol ts ; E-p== volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 

















k = k = l k . - • • l _ 
ffiee liaise. Sheet 
:L»_*__33 
and 















r 2 § fc=l _k=l_ 
1 8 * 5 * 
20*4 
Sfexl 




- - - • * » 
O l t J  
22 + J 5_ 














c ^wr^rt *e~~ 
O , i f I J ^ O Q • 
5^43F. 10^45 









i s . ! \j$2m 
BJB— 





















0 See T ra»B f« fae l ©arve ^heet X« , 21 
-
i 
. • " • " ' " " ' • 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
3 4 
„ ,„... ,„j. MUL mmm^mmm^ 
• . 
147 
t ransformer No. 2 9 Test No. 4 Sheet No. 
Amplifier Tube 
^l^pe 0 X 3 0 X 1 No. 4 Voltages:— EBj=67« 5 volts; EGf= 1 « ovolfcs; E F = 5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
a t 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 







s : — „ — . 
k = k = l 
Inpu t Output 
equiv. 




k = k=l. k = l 






fe=» 35 k=1 _k^=l 





































3 S * 3. -
3 1 * 0 L 
32«Q _j 
30*0 1 












11*45 _ 23*93 
11*8 ] 33.6 
_13*15 34.3 
-13*64 35,3 
1 3 * S § ^ 3 5 * * -
13> 6 -i 3S* 3 





7 . 3 5 
7 .75 
8.0 I 
7*72. L r r „ 
—6*05j 1 .05 23 
_ J u 5 _ | 1 0 . 5 n 
30*4 -
3 0 * 4 -
- 3 0 * ® — 
2 1 * 0 — 
- 3 1 * 9 - -































0 ffiee Transform** ©arv« 8b«e.t H®» 31 
• • • _ 
HM£ -I & EVT'dSW^* '̂' '" l ' f lW ! ^^ * * ' ^ ' ' 
VOiTAQE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
• • 
pansfortner No. 31 Test No. X Sheet No. 3 5 
Amplifier Tube 
?ype 0XvOXA No. 4 Voltages:— •̂ B== © volts; "Efŝ =-%»5 volts; EF= 
148 
5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER' #&--
Calibration 
at (SO cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 
at a given frequency f. 




c ™ r * mllliamperes 
£ 










S * *_ pata SS i&sife 
A*. .35. 

















^ r & 
I | 3.1.9 
J U l . 








32 . Q - 2 38.8 
k = l k=l 
ft.Mi .ffcJP 
2 , 62: 
2 . 8 7 
3 . 8 7 
3 .2S 




S .JSS _ 
7«fl — 
—SUfc-
— 7 , 4 5 






5 . 9 5 




















J J U J -
J J ^ 
1 9 , 6 _ 
-30»S— 
-31*9-












' c r t A A -5000 
6000 32..G 8,0 





_3I*& —5,. 2.5 











I \Tr\-TWkaV ATUT'DTTIi'TnATT/ 
FTnuisformer NQ. 3 S J 
- • ™ T T " * " 
• ' - • • ' - - » . • • • • 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
Sheet No. 36 
149 
Test NO. 1 
Amplifier Tube 
'["'CX301A No. 4 Voltages;— E g - 9 0 volts; E(-i= :4.5 volts; EF= 5 volts 
[ # VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at GO cycles 
• > • . • p • < • • 
E 





k = k = l 
Reading for the amplifier 
a t j i given frequency t^__ 





k = k = l k = l » 
I equiv. 
milliamperes I volts 
P 
— ~Z5 
























k = l 
E 2 
k = l 






$1 , 5 
33^0 






-— . 9 





_J?_*_5-_ 12«A _ 
^umjis&m. 




i 4 * x J 
U5*75 
fcL6^3L_: 
J J U 6 -
IS..7 




























3 . 1 




































_ 9 0 0 0 _ 
-10000_ 
f REMARKS 

















VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
Sheet "No. 3*£ 
——, ruHw.mR- " 
150 
^Translformer No. 33$ Test "No. 1 
Amplifier Tube 
I 
|Type QTS361A No. 4 Voltages:— EB= 9 0 volts; Ecf= 4 * 5 volts; 
I1 = i— a> volts 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
• • ! 
•*57 
[ Transformer No. 3 4 Test No. 1 Sheet No. 38 
Amplifier Tube 
[Type 0 1 3 0 1 a No. 4 Voltages:— ^ R ~ 9 0 volts; EQ= 4* 5> volts; EL'= volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 






Reading for the amplifier 






k = k-—l k = k—1 lfc=l 
equiv. 
milliamperes I volts 
E n 
£ftg_ P a t s 







L 6 ^ 0 _ 
38^7 





k = l Jc—1 
_»5_a'—3*0_ 
* 75 3*1 
2 ,25 .6..3EL 
4+0 8,_8___ 
7 , 1 7 
10.45-
-_7_£B>_19 
9 . 8 
.3+3_ 
-3.-73 -




4 , # 
X.Q 




. 3 5 _17«i>.-
40.0 *1Q*0 .-.* 14.-65 
3 i » 5 _ _8^47_ JL3*35 
33*4_ 
iza-ia._? 
acha_ j^.55 _ a2^ 45 
3^8-5__10*as 
4.43 —9*3 
. 3 . 4 3 - ^ 8 . 1 -
3,57__JB.9_ 
3 . 1 2 . _-fi^J3-_ 









4 . 0 _ 
6*3__ 
—12v7_ 
1 7 . 6 — 
24 . 1 _ 
j30«-3 
3 9 . 4 - . -
- 4 B * 8 _ 

















A / W V 
- 4QQQ--







See Transfermer Gurve Sheet No, 5 
& 
: .... •• 
0 
• * . . ' • 
, . . . . . ^ , : „ . _ _ . , . . - _ ^ _ 
VOLTAGE AMPLIPIGATION TEST DATA SHEET 
15g 
^Transformer No. 3 5 
[ T y p e © X 3 0 1 A No. 
Test No . 1 
Amplifier Tube 
4 Voltages:— EB== 9 0 volts; 
Sheet No. 3 9 
E c = 4 5 v l t l t ; ; EjrP? 5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 





























.Ki i jaBL^ 
,335a 
-44, 8 










1,_70| _ 5.4. 
-4.45; 9*35 






41,8 iL l l . 45 t 15 ,6£ 
11*20 
- 1 4 . 8 
lift/ft 
16^_6_ 













































©See fra^eferae i Ouxve S l ee t He, 3 
E 2 
• • 
' " • 
1 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
15 3 
•ansformer No. 3 6 Test No . 1 ^ Sheet No. 4 0 
Amplifier Tube 
filK © X 3 0 1 A ^ ° . 4 Voltages:— -E_B= 9 0 volts; % ; = 4 , 5 volts; E^— 5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
a t 60 cycles 
Reading lor the amplifier 
at a given frequency f. 










k- - l 
•tf 











See Transformer Curve Sheet Ho, 9 
- • w v - w r t " . . " . * . .m •--- •••'••• 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
iTransfrrmer No. 3 7 Test No. 1 Sheet No. -41 
Amplifier Tube 




VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER Voltage 
amplifi-
cation 






at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 














E l JP | % E a f 
i 
1 fe=J k = i JE*4 lc= k = l k = l k=^25 
l 
fc=i • 1 fc=i 
, sss . 5 1 ,9 a -*47JE • i T a 3*JS_ SO 
2 t 3 ,57/ 2 , 3 4*6___ 
7*_3 ^ • Z * 9 2 ^ 3 * 6 5 
4*_G5 
200 
l . £ 7 8*L_- — 300 -
4oo 4*BS J U 2 1 4 . 4 
5 , 3 Jl*_33_ j 4^B5 —9*3 
3 w v -
SO® 5*S - L A | • 4*H 700 
N . 5*9 _1._47 1 4.9H — - 9 * 9 
1 0 * 0 -






n A i y i 
2200 
6*0_ 1^5 5 , 0 
^5*05: L_._BiL. 23- 1 , 5 3 ? 
gwtfc 6.-35 l . f i f i 5 . 1 ! 
F°"5 
iTst i i io i i 9 . 4 1*6 5 . 2 
rve J6*_6L 1*65 5 . 3 
1Q*4_ 
__ 2500— 
3000 i>r 4 a, 4 _1*6 5 * £ 
6*2 ....„ 





5 . 1 5 
-^5*15 
5 * 1 5 
10 ..3 3500 




R . i . 
6 « O . 
1.6 5 t 2 1 0 t 4 5000 ~~ ~~ • • 1*£5_ 5 . 3 —10*3 
1 G . 3 7nnn H 6 , 5 1*62. Si. 3 
l*-7£- - 5*45; 1 0 * 9 3000 
-7*2- -1*6 K.fl 1 1 , ? : 9000 
• : 7.6- 1.9 _5*75 - 1 1 * 4 — _10000-— 










' • . • 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 15 5 
^Transformer No. 38 
li*-




Sheet No. 4 3 
volts; Ep=4.5 volts; E-p= 5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 





milliard pern s 















\ k=l \ fe*4 
J&e* 
i ^ S \ k=l 1 
ft* 
k = l 
B&ta.Sheet 
^ ;  



























1 1 . 5 
13v3. 
14*55_ 












1 8 , 1 -
1 4 . A 
10U.5_ 








. J L 6 _ 






— 3 5 * 4 — 
OD»S— 


































VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
transformer No. 39 Test No. 1 Sheet No. 4 3 
Amplifier Tube 
"ypeOX301A No. 4 Voltages:— E"R= 9Q volts; Ec," 4 , 5 volts; EF= 5 
15 6 
volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 




cu,?re in milliamperes 
-




















a n i . 






-..53 5a, ^ S U - _3*9a. 


















































5*75- 1Q+ 7 
_5*Q2- JXUO— 
_5*0 3 .95 . 
_4*_72 _9*65_ 






2 3 * 2 _ 
__22*S.__ 
.32^.3 
a a,, 8 — . 
-4*37_ 
-4*0 _ 
£ . 2 































• t ransformer No. 4 0 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
Sheet No. 4 4 
157 
1 'I y\if 0 2 3 0 1 A 
Test No . 1 
Amplifier T.ube 
No. 4 Voltages: — E j}= 9 0 volts; E r = 4 . 5 volts; Elfi= 5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 




c.^?re milli amperes 
— s. 















s&ff ei__ _ 
Ha. 4 













E 2 . El 











4 & 8 _ 







_ . T ^ 3 . : i a » i _ 
_ ẑ as_; i2̂ .â _ 
_B_*£ i!3,.4__ 
9,_0.£ 13*.S_ 








_ S L J U 
30*0 u 
15 .0 3*75 I 8 ,5 



















See Transformer Ourve Sheet Ho. 14 
— « , 
• 
-
VOLTAGE AMPLIFIGATION TEST DATA SHEET 
:" '• ~ TmFJWm 
— ~^-^^^^^™ 
-
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION T E S T D A T A S H E E T 
rransformer No. 4 2 Test No . X .„ Sheet No. 46'i 
Amplified Tube 
type G X 3 0 1 A No.4 Voltages:— E R = 9 0 volts; E c = 4 . 5 v o l t s ; E F — 5 
159 
volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 
at a given frequency f. 
[ Input 
; volts 



















E 2 / El 











_3k ie l _HA*__4 
. 3 2 5 a 
41.0 
-42L3 









., '•"- r-i ^ 3 i l i i s * o 
,37/ 
,39 






- 4 7 . £ % I I * 3 _ J L I £ * 3 
15+3 
14*95 
_44^4. 1 1 . 1 
41*3 : 10.32. 





























5 . 2 . 
_4.35j 
24 . 
_ 3 3 , 5 
_J31*0__ 
J16*5 _ 
l S t 4 
i*M 
- 8..5L... 
— S * 6 —. 
£0__ 





















• See Trans former Curve gkeel H©» 2$ 
~ - — ? 
1 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M 
160 
Traiisformer No. 4 3 Test No. 1 
Amplifier Tube 
p y p e C X S O l A No. 4 Voltages:— E R = 9 0 
Sheet No. 4 7 
volts; E(<= 4 . 5 volts; E F = volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
f % Ca l ib ra t ion 
a t 60 cycles 
R e a d i n g for t h e amplif ier 
a t a given f r equency f. 
[Input 
[volts 






mil l iamperes 
equiv. 
volts 
k = k = l k = k = l k = l 
^ ^ ^ O u t p u t 
mi l l i amperes 
equiv. 
vol ts 
J p E 2 
k-»-25 k = l fc---l 
See Data ESheet 










Shee t TJTo„...4. 














2 9 ^ 2 . _ 
AftJtl. 
i&JL. 
J i — 
5.5 
7Jt3_ 








6 T Q 
_3̂ 0_ 
2 , 1 
%J>3 
J t i * 
10*65 







1 . 6 
.10^45, 
15^2 
















_ i j _ 7 7 




3 . 3 




_21 ̂  7 
_2JL1 
JBflUfi. 







2 . 2 










3 ^ 9 




3 5 . 3 _ 
2 6 . 9 



















































VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
t ransformer No. 4 4 Test No. 1 Sheet No. 4 8 
Amplifier Tube 
(fype GX30XA No. 4 Voltages;— E R = ^® volts; En— 4 . 5 volts; E-p= 5 
16 1 
volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
^ Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 





* See Transformer Curve Sheet He, 5 
, 
• 
fmnsformer; No . 4 5 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
' • - • ' • " ' • - T 
16a 
Test N o . X Sheet No. 
Amplifier Tube 
pcGX3DXA No. Voltages:-— -^B= 9 0 volts; T 3 Q = 4 . 5 volts; E-p= 5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Cail?) ration 
4 n o cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 

















S 66 Data 
aM 
So 
g a l l k n 
Jjliee" 
in 
' - . 2 5 E=l k = l 


















11 .9 - -
X 2 . 4 _ 
- S*36- X3_.2 
-IQvQ-- X4.65L 
10.18-X4*-8-
10 . .5_.15 .1— 
11.25_!l5_7— 
1 1 * O _, X v » i?— 
XUBS. 
_47-*4_'ill 85 





i ? * 7 
1 1 * 5 -
7 -ifc 
15*05 




— * 25 17*65 
,24 17*55 
H*ftS if*«c 
A*A*X Q * 
2 * D Q 9*" It (5 
T O * K Q 











^ 1 3 - ^ -
—20 .4 
-^23*8 








- -32. 7 
- 36 .0 
3 5 , a -
-35*3 
_ 35 _1 










— 2 0 0 0 -
—3200--







_ 5 9 9 * ~~ 
-
REMARKS 
©Sec Transfarscer OIUTTC Skeet fie« 25 
• 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 163 
|.Transformer No. 4 6 
) 
J B 
| T y p e O X 3 0 1 A 
Test No . 1 
Amplifier Tube 
Sheet No. 50 
No. 4 Voltages:— E T . = 9 0 volts; Ep— 4 . 5 volts; E p = 5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Input Plate 
volts J, milliamperfls 
k—1 . k= k = l 
Reading for the amplifier 





k = l k—1 
Output^ 
a j illiamperes 
equiv. 
volts_ 









" J cycles 
per 
second 
c_e _ Qal; a.. 
s^_-53. 
and 





, 3.35s JL _ 8 J 0 
S*S.. 
l v» ^ 
.11.0 
_H»0__ 
l l I ^ 
J . l + 4 
3«.0_ tL 5»9S_ 
3B.4_7_. .JS*.7J£. 
_3, 57 —6i85 





& , f O 









7 , ^ 
14.3 
! J.4^.3-
l _ 1 4 u L S _ 
—JL4* a 




X 4«A. _ i 3, £ 5 
1 6 , ^ 4.Q7J 





a J., a 
5a 9 
ti9..8 3 9 , 1 . 
46.6 
-££*£-< ~8*fl2, 
. 38 « 5 
.13*fi_ 
6»6 l_U55-




- 9 ^ 4 5 . 
10^9£ 
lj3^3jb_ 
A H »y— 
1 4 J 5 _ 



























StJB 1.r3MBT QXSavT CUXVG S2l@€v HO, 7 
-4500 
puum— 








VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET X<>4 
Transformer No. 4 7 Test No. 1 _ Sheet No. 5 1 
Amplifier Tube 
pType SX301A No. 4 Voltages.— EB= 9 0 vohs; E c = 4 - 5 volts; E-p-= 5 volts 
' ^ww.""' ' ' ,**™ 
• . . 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
^— 
16 5 
KTransfonner No. 2 9 
Efypse tJX30k 
Test No. I v , Sheet rvo. 5 2 
Amplifier Tube 
No. § Voltages:— ER== 9 0 volts; -^Q= 4 . 5 volts; c<p= 5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETE R_ 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 
at a given frequency f. 
• [nput 
w volts 
k = l 
Plate _ 
c.K^rent in mill I amperes 
—.*: _ 










S i e Data! Skeet 
EOJL33; -









k = l 
E2 
















5 . 4 _ jlIUSS. 
«*_„ I ; , 3" 











_7_t_0.. J 1 1 . 9 
11*5— 
.11,45 
1 1 . 6 5 
25*0_ 
22*8 _ 
i a * i 
1Q*B 
y . a 

























E 2 / El 






3 3 » 9 
-23*3— 





1 4 . 3 
-60 
— 7 0 0 - — 
-iooa 
1 5 0 0 - -






" c n ^ r t 
® 2 S ? — 
7000 










[transformer No. 2 9 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
Sheet No. 5 3 
16 6 
Cype$&399 
Test No. 6 
Amplifier Tube 
No. 1 Voltages:™ E r > = 9 0 volts; EQ—^4. 5 volts; E F = 3 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETBK 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 
at a given frequency f. 
I I npu t 
volts 
k = l 
Plate 














E 2 / El 
Frequency 
" J cycles 
per 
second 
a 0 6 DSCt _(&_ Sheet 
tfa._23L 
83ft fl 




.. ^ . J5> . , - 1Q» Sai-

















1 6 . ^ 15_,_&_ _ 
H*%r 15*.0 
15.L 
i a . 4 





4 0 5 _ 
AJ3 
_4*a5_ 


















- 7 . 7 ... 
__.£UB5 
_6,:Q . 
1*£ . . ._5J0_ 
. ^ . 5 2 
. .3 .02 
I f i . Q -
- l b » v- — 
- 1 7 , 8 . . 
17 ,>_ 
__ 17_.9 _ 
__ 18*0 __ 
- 1 8 . 0 _ 
- 1 & . 1 







1 5 , 4 1 4 . 2 
j i a * i _ 
J L 2 . 0 -
^ -1Q-.0— 
—.—J£ » «K. 
-6a 
1QQ-
- " ^ Q ~ " 
400 





















Bansformer No. 3 9 
VOLTAGE AMPLIPIOATION TEST DATA SHEET 
Sheet No. 5 4 . 
: 
Test No. @L 
Amplifier Tube 
-ype $}X»99 No. 3; Voltages: - E g = 9 0 volts; EQ= 4 # 5 volts; E p = a volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 



























. Hs. 33, 
- -ffl i i 
—GffiLi on. 













1 7 * 6 
1 6 * $ " 
i....g,»<ljs-,T.-5 . 
4 * 3 - , 9 . .15-
4 * £ 5 . — 9 * 7 5 
4*3-7- a*^L_! 
i*QZT*i*3ii! 






J.V t V / « J 
10 00 














19 ,8 . 8... 9 
i a * 5 


























* Se# Transform** OUTTO Sheet Ho* 23 
: • 
/ * • * : • 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
• 
168 
Transformer No. 3 9 Test No. 9 
Amplifier Tube 
Type 0X301A No. 4 Voltages:- E g = 9 0 
Sheet No. 5 5 
volts; E c = 4 # S volts; E pv=5 volts 
See Traits*ormex Curve Sheet He. 2& 
^̂ ^̂ ^ 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
•ansformer No. 4 ® Test No. 1 Sheet No. 5 6 
Amplifier Tube 





VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 


















k-ii 3 5 J k—1 k = l 
S e & Catts* 
,_L JLQL,—23_ 
fliiCCfc . 
CSJ.1 DTSSI OH 
EflO^japB— 









_ X 1 J _ 0 
1 6 , 5 
1 7 , 1 
i R n 
1 8 0 
30 ,1 
_S4^5_ 
- . 3 1 - . 8 -
_33_j.&. 
4L, u 
1 . 7 h 
_5_*J9_ 
-3^0 
- 3 5 . P S . 
J&.JL 














1 ^ 4 5 4* J* 
2 . 75 7_»A_5 
_3^4. 8 . 1 










1 1 4 . 5 
._. 
S J a 
— 4 » 7_7 
_ 5 . 3 _ 
6-^-12 
7.9__ 
8 t 35 
10. 35 
— „ * 4oB.As_*.Q 
—X* 47f_e 1*_45 
A H « 3 . . 
•L8 *._3__ .. 
_.ua*3___-
i s *B ... 










3 7 . 3 
^AJ3*S_ 
39» 4  
27.4_ _ 
« g . W 
_ 1 0 . 8 
_4*S 
A*-U 





—- 4 0 0 — 
500L 
— • 7 0 O 
—lO00 
L3UU— 




— o o 0 O — 
— -QAJUU-— 







T d * 
_ 
REMARKS 
S e e a'XSJISf OITSCer C"UJF VS S f l S e t N O . 3 4 
' • 
^yjpWJ.UMJIW,! ' . / 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 17 0 
ransformer No. 4 9 Test No. 1 
Amplifier Tube 
ype 0 X 3 0 1 1 No. 4 Voltages:— E B = 9 0 
Sheet No. 5 7 
volts; E Q = 4 . 5 volts; E p = volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 



















a tfi_.Ha.tj t_Sb.e__ i: 
ana 
: Gjalibxa,1 _l_ai 
Ji_u_2£ 
Gui: F_L. J_JU_J si 
i fa , -4 
J5J35 
,.3358, __1*3 a 
_ 4 * 1 
9.7 
.12.7. 










- ft .6 
a^3 





















_ 5 ^ 2 J 5 _ 1 0 ^ 2 0 _ 
-6+0__-U*___ 
6^3.75 -XUZ 












X7.Q \ 4 .45 j 9»35 
p » 5 
— 5.3 
a*2-
































(M»-WIM?^ ^ « 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 17 1 
0 
i •ansformer JNo. O U I Test INo. J , - Sheet rso. H Q J 
Amplifier Tube 
rpt' CX3Q4.it. N o . * Voltages:— E B ~ volts; l^r;~ 4 * 5 volts; E p = volts 
1 
VACUUM TUBE^ VOLTMETER 
Calibration 







k = k = 4 
Reading for the amplifier 













C a l i b r a t i o n 
Curve 
E 




k^3S k=l k~-l 
_J_. 
20*4 











7 . 5 
,..7*3 
7___31_2__4 
27.3 I 6 ,8 














_ 7 - _ . 3 5 . 1 2 _ . 3 5 . 
__•.£___ __L__5 










. _6*4i . 
__ SJUA 
. T * f. S.3__.U___ 
-6 -____ l l . lS . 
JL___JEIJI_ 
_2_S_5_ 
5»j_ I 1.3 
2.JB- _6__.. 
1_7. -48 ______ _»___ 
_7*_3_ _ 













. . .33.6 






























See $ranaformer Curve Sheet Ho. 26 
Connections made to transformer from outside of receiver 
. 
::1 
I p p p p ^ P ^ ^ i p P ^ l J l l liilj IIIIMLI 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
— ^ 
172 
- Sheet No. 5 9 aiisformer No. S>% Test No . 1 
Amplifier Tube 
pe C 2 3 Q X A No. 4 Voltages:— ^ B = 0 volts; I1. (" 4 . 5 volts; E F = 5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at'60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 






— • — - — — 





S e fe_ Ef f i * .&•_* ss f i f t t 
H_fl_» _ _ 3 * _ 
'. _J aad_ 
SallSratyjoi 
GJBXVJJ 
.—__S3 i f ie3L 
——-J N O . _ J L 









2 7 . 1 


















- § *9—• • 









^ a j i 
s o ? 
T,17 















- pm* M.. 
33*6. 
_^4*1_ ._ 
-34 .6 _ 










X O * 8 -
10.25 
2S*0 
, 3 5 * 4 _ 
-U7-
-6 .8 
I 2 * J 5 
_2*0_ 


































* See fransfbrmei Curve SSeet N», 26 
Connections made t© transformer from oatside of receiver. 
• ' 
— — ™ P . • • * • ! • 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
.t Sheet No. 60 
17 3 
;ansformer No. 5 3 Test N o . l 
Atnpliuci' Tube 
-
^pe. GX3.Q1.JL No. 4 Voltages:— -^g— 9 0 volts; E C = volts; P ' p = 5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 






Reading for the amplifier 
at a given frequency f. 
Output 
milliamperes 
k = l k = 













,335s, . 5 
g .25 k = l k = l 
.g.flf 
— o , «J 
15*0 







—1.55, 4 .45 
-^3*05,- fi.05 
—3*25 _8^50 



























































































— l ooS 
100QO— 
REMARKS 
• * See Transformex OaxTe Sheet H©. 32 
'**** 
y 
.-."•!.J IWffl vFiSfr.**- • . 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFIGATION TEST DATA SHEET 
bansformer No. 3 9 Test No. .7 
Amplifier Tube 
Sheet No. 61 
174 
l,>rj-),i^itX299 .i N°- 1 Voltages'.— E B = 6 7 » Svol t s ; E p — !•» 5 volts; E EpT= 3̂ volts 
VACUUM TUBE V_OIiTMJg"ER 
Calibration 
a t GO cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 






k = k—1 





k = _ t= l_ te=l 
Output 
i equiv. 











See Data SneejJL 
said 


















































i o . a 
17 0 































4 U U • - -












.• •,>3SflP».iiyii.|i!, . ^ ' . . ' ( J U i . ' . ^ 
*W m^^^m^^ PP 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
Sheet No. 6 3 
17 5 
Transformer No. 2 9 Test, No. 8 
Amplifier Tube 
Typ£QX§99 No.H Voltages:— Eg=67,5;volts; EQ=-:,^ > volts; EF= 3 volt; 
f* 
• w ^ , f f l i W ^ I B p . W ^ ^ -•"''-1- * '- - -^ - IWW i iP^^ 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
Transformer No. 2 9 Test No . H • Sheet No. 6 3 
a Amplifier Tube 
T y p c G X S O l A No. 4 Voltages:--- fiB=9Q volts; E(j=4#§ volts; c/p— 
n6 
volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 







k = k = i 





























































































^ 2 2 * 8 S _ 
__21*90._ 
_31*OQ_ 
_ 1 7 * 5 5 _ 
_ 1 4 . 2 5 















— 4 0 0 0 — 
___450Q 
5000.—. 





* See Tiansfanne^ CtaXTe Slieet H«, 
E 
l 
WW&F P^PI"*" • ' * " * • • ' - • " ^ ' I ' W W P ^ ' ^
1 ^ W W 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 177 
'ransformer No. 2 9 
'ype 0X101A No. 4 
Test No. 1 
Amplifier Tube 
Voltages;— 
Sheet No. 6 4 
Ep> = 9© volts; E / i = 4 . 5 volts; E F = volts 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
1 Reading for the amplifier 















k = k=l _k=l_ 
Output 
equiv. 








. 1 0 , •JL 
— • 
• 

















28 .8 - , 
39*s_ 
30.2 _ 


























10 .7 _ 
_T*B 
7*42 _ 
































2 1 * 4 





- 33*6 _ . 


































* See Transformer Curve Sheet Ho* 20 
This i s a re-nan fo r v e r i f i c a t i o n purposes of run recorded on 
Skee^ Ho. 39. 
i 
g^p^1j^lPpmPiPPIpS^fffr^T'.^U1-"^1" l T r W P ^ P 9 l | l ! ! ^ ^ f " ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ W 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
Sheet No. 6 5 
. 
17 » 
[Transformer No. 3 $ Test No. 1 2 
Amplifier Tube 
Type QXSOUL N o . 4 Voltages:— •^B=: 9 0 volts; S l n = 4 . 5 volts; E-p= 5 volts 
m 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles i 
Reading for the amplifier 



















8 8 . 6 
b 
„Esta !&AS£ 
C a l i b r a t i o n 
iJaxxe. 
___SkiAjtb 




3 3 . 4 -
k~i35 lt^1! k = l 
23*5 
4,-4.7a.. 9* 4 




23*7 '- 5*92 _ LOSS'S. _ 
5*9_ _1G* 95 _ 
5*33_LQ*95-_ 
























J £ U 3 
2 1 ^ . 
__21*8 
—21,_9 
1 1 , 7 5 
_7v35_12*35_ 
7. T 71^3*15. 
7,_55-fL2+i>5._ 
. 7.57 12*55 
J7^4713-2*45 _ 
J5*92_ 10*95 _ 
_5.52_?L0*5_ -
-5. 73 8 .5 
_.2*35_ i _8*55_ 
-1.-8 5*6 
21*9. 
—31*9_ _ _ 





_ , 3 5 * 1 _ 
3 5 . 1 
_24.-9 


















_ A 5 Q Q _ 5000 
-6QQ0-
-J70.Q0-
_ 8000 _ 
_ 3000— 
10000 L 
; REMARKS ' 
* See Transformer Curve Sheet No, 23 
-— —— 
!£%?* 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 17 9 
Transformer No. 2 9 Test No. 1 0 
Amplifier Tube 
Sheet. No. 6S> 
TypeQX3@3i-A No. 4 Voltages:— E B = 9 0 ) volts; E c = 4 « 5.- volts; EF=* 5 volts 
VACTJUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
a t SO cycles 
Reading Tor the amplifier 
a t a given frequency f. 
I n p u t 
volt a 









k = l k = l 
Output 
equiv. 

















2 3 , 7 








5.97 J U L J L 
'24^4 
24JZ 













£*321 1U 5 












7 . 3 a 




2 1 . 1 











_ ^ 7 2 - X U Z _ 
__5>.27_1D..2S 
3^35 8.0 
_ 3 ^ 1 . _&_>X 
X.tw3 . A*.?.. 
25.2 
_2fc.O 















* See TransferMer Gxcrve Sheet Ho* 32 
• • • , • " " ' * 
i 
. . i .. 
' • ^ • • ' " ^ ^ 
'W'M^WWv- •r^ ir.tr" -fl ".}£uu c -J 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
* 
Transformer No. 463 Test No. S Sheet No. 6 7 
' Amplifier Tube 
TypeCXg99 No. 1 Voltages:— E B = 9 0 volts; EQ=4l .5 volts; EF= 3 
180 
volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 








k = k—1 
Reading for the amplifier 
at a given frequency f. 
^ ^ Input 
| equiv. 
milliamperes I volt s 
r* E 
k = k = l 
;1 
















Shee t : 
No., * 
















4 . 1 
£ * £ 
_ „7ja _j 
_ -T*.'4 -1 
_7*6_ 
3*jL 
_•JS5«L ^8 5_ 
i^a .̂Q 
JUte-S*ei 
































JL.*̂ 73_ _ 5.4__ 















— wr.'UC: ' 
„5*J3__ 
5 , 1 -


















. 6* 6_ 
_6_*2_.. 













- 1 5 0 0 _ 























V O L T A G E A M P L I P I G A T I O N T E S T DATA S H E E T 
• 
181 
Transformer No. 3 9 Test No. 1 3 - Sheet No. 6 8 
Amplifier Tube 
Type 0 X 3 Q 1 A No. 4 Voltages:— -^R" 9 0 volts; •^C== # 5 5 vols;; T̂ -p-= 4 . 5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading- for the amplifier 
at a,given frequency f. 
* Input 
volts 
k = l 
Plate 
c.V^rent u l milliamperes 
E 





k = k = l k-_ l_ 
Output 
equiv. 
mil II amperes i volts 
jL:—Seii_X)g£jt 
1 lQv 2 3 








_ — , 
— 
.^SS5a . * & . 
. _2t 
17*93. 







3 1 * i 
. . . 3 5 25^ fc~~* k = l 
34,» 6 _ 
1 S J L 
_4 , 4 7 a I •_ 9 , 3 5 
_4.,55 _ _9*45_ _ 
_4*S3 - _9*8S. _ 
-5^J^ __9..~95 
5.0—1—9 » 9 5 _ 




2 9 . 0 
2a,o. 
24*4. 
2 2 , 7 
"L4-..0 
1 U , u 
_ B * S 






_7_* J25_ 1 2 * 2 5 
_7_*0 12*.0 
__s*i_EaZ 
_5.S7r 1 0 . 7 _ 
_3*5i -Qua _ 
3v5_ 6 . 8 . 









_ 1 8 . 7 
_ia*s_ 
1 9 * 3 
1 9 . 9 . 
HU£-
G U U 3 
_3_Q___ 
— l y • 9 
_.2Q_+_4 
dOu 6 
s U * s? 
_ « < J U £ 
J&ii»_s 
_24*0 . .... 
£ i 7 * W , 
16^4— 
1 3 , 6 
6 Q . 
100— 


















1 0 0 0 0 
: 
REMARKS 
See T2?anSJ. ©rccr Curve SQC6"t H®, 
• 
^ P V ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ P V H f c ^ • ^ S W ^ ^ B ^ ^ W 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 18 2 
Transformer No. 3 9 : Test No. X 4 Sheet No. 6 9 
Amplifier Tube, 
Type 0X30XA No. 4c Voltages:- EB= 9© volts; E c = - 4 .5> volts; E F = 5 , 5 " volts 







• : • • . 
L "Sit' 
* See Transformer Curve Sneet No, 33 
^•••^^•^•^^^^^^^^^^^•^^^••lifti 
Transformer No. 2 9 
• 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
Test No. 5 
Amplifier Tube 
Sheet No. 70 
Type QjK&OXA NW- 4 Voltages:— E g — J , 3 5 volts; E Q - 9 volts; Ep-
18 3 
5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 














k = t l k = l 
Output 
equiv. 






— - — 
32BW,,J§L L7*l._ 
£0.4. . 
















1 6 . 5_ 




















l o « &  
3 0 . I — 
—20j_7. 
— * * ^ - * - 1 
5#B8'« HhBrJfrfi-
_ ^ 8 5 ' 1 0 . 3 5 -
5.9 I10,9 
_ -&J2Z 11,^25 
_ £ ^ ^ | j a * 5 5 : 
--§*-?-^-'-ri**«' _7_*n? :_12»0£. 
_7^77 12.-75 
__a*J27 .1SU2^ 
_&, 6 _. JL.3*4& 
—£L̂ 4_ -13-^.3._ 
-7.-05 12,05 
6*0 J 11*0 _ 
_4,_1£:_&.Ji5_ 
J3v3-?-&*-55-
- 1 . 5 5 . 0 -
on ~~ 
oi a 
2 1 / 7 
~21*fl_ 
































VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
rransformer No. S 3 Test No. 1 Sheet No. 7 1 
Amplifier Tube 
type GX301A No. 4 Voltages:— Ep;-~ 9 0 volts; E Q = 4 . 5 volts; Ep•-- 5 
18 4 
volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at SO cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 










C a l i b r a t l 
GteETJ 
Sheet 




H ' E l 


















X s ^ 
-14*3^ 








k = l 
l l ^ o : 
J3*£_ 
_&+£ 
- 4 . 3 , 
3*8 





- £ ^ Z . 






















_4+S7 _9_,_9Q i 
4 ,57 
- S . S ? 
_J3^5_7 




_ ^ 8 7 _ 
9.5Q 
~o^of ^ 
— O - t - G S ' 
-7-^75 




. .3*9. _ 
..JI„ _au 
65 
— 1 0 O ••_ 
-300---
3QO-_ 


















* See Transformer Carre Skeet No* 28 
W*_ jr ;•*:•: 
. • ••• I 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
Transformer No. 5 4 •Test No. 1 
Amplifier Tube 
I8S 
Sheet No. 7 2 
Type QS301A No. 4 Voltages:— E-r>= 9 0 volts; Ep~= 4 ^ 5 volts; EF= P = 5 volts 









VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
* 
_ • . . F 
" V 
Transformer No. 5 4 Test No. 1 5 Sheet No. 7 3 
Amplifier Tube 
TypeOXSQIA No, 4 Voltages;—~ iLrn=90 volts; I I J c = 4 . 5 volts; Ep— 5 
18 6 
volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 







Reading for the amplifier 

























-Curve to., i 

















_a*A5 I 3 ^ . -
._a*A7._, avzs. 
_â s__ _a*a_ 





_ 1 3 : . 4 _ 







- & J ) 
4 * 5 _ 
4 * & _ 









1 . 0 7 
U - 7 5 -
i , s 
-U13 
_3.25 
.. J » , * J I P — • 




_ . 3 3 
. 3 3 
S.S. . 
D + o 5 
_ £ * 1 -
- 5 3 5 -
_ 5 u _ 7 _ 
- 5 ^ 6 
- 5 * 0 -
4 * 1 5 -
. 1 * 9 -
^a._ 
-a— 
. 1 3 * £ - -
- 1 ;3 . B — 








_ 7 . 8 _ 















p j - - . - ~~ ^500-
- 3 0 0 0 — 
3 5 0 0 -
—4QGQ— 
4S0Q_. 





See Transformer Curve Slieet Ho. 38 
• 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
—mm* 
18 7 
Transformer No. 53 Sheet No. 7 4 Test No. 1 5 
* Amplifier Tube 
Type $X301A No. 4 Voltages;— Eg= 9 0 volts; E c = 4 . 5 " volts; EF= 5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER Voltage 
• 
' " 1 
Calibration Reading for the amplifier 
at 60 cycles at a given frequency f. 
amplifi-
cation 














milliamperes 1 volts 
E h P E l T p B2 * Ea f 
k = l fc= k = i k = k = l k = l k = 2 S fc=l k=l 
* 325s i » Wfli— __7*6a 
1 2 , 5 






ti 3 , 1 2 7 . 6 5 
n 1.7*3 „4*3_|^J&«a_. 
- .4*7 9 - 6 it -ia*a ! 1 9 . 5 _ . 
___19*,6_ 
18*JZ_ 







• w » . • -
- 4*,87 9*rl 







8 * ss 
.._ _*i..-
;. 4&F) 1 5 . 0 •*..,v. 
• — 1 3 . 5 _ 
1 2 * 0 -
- 3 * 3 7 
3 .0 
_a*o_-
- - 1 * 5 -
-£+55 
T S . O 
_iaa._. 
1 3 * 1 — 
JL1 ,0 
mm -
. 1 5 0 0 — 
2000 
_ ^ 2 2 0 0 _ 
s s o o 
t 
. 9 .4 2 , 3 5 
See St i t a Sfrc set JLQ-5 6^.05 
_JL( >.33 7 > 1 , 7 5 —5»5__ 
*£i JHja, 
-37Q0_ _ 
ZQQO _Q_alii&l bur re . . 1 .45 4*9- 9*8 
__Sln A 4 . 4 J . M A _ T B . 3 
7 T A 
3500-
4Q00_ 3 H . J - . 95 ' 3*7 
-3.0 _ _^7Sj 3*0-
, -,#S 2l_7_5 
_ 6 . 0 
_ _ _ 5 * 5 _ - . 
4*0 _ 
3 ^ 4 _ 





« - - Z.& 
2 t O _,!S 2 . 0 
1*7 ^ , 4 3 
1 , 3 • • _ %<5 * 3 7 -8000-
9000 1*4 _ _ ^ 3 S 
. 3 
— 1 * J 0 -





Si ee Trax ieforme 
REMA 
r O u n 
LRKS 
ve Shee t N o , 2 8 
•' 'i \ i f * 
1 " 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 18 8 
Transformer No. 2 Test No. 1 0 
Amplifier Tube 
Sheet No. 7 5 
TypeGX301A No.. 4 Voltages:~ E R = 9 G volts; JC f= 4 . 5 v o l t s ; E»= .5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 
a t a given frequency f. 
Input 
volts 























E 2 / E1 







Be e "J^t& Shje e t 
~23^and 
Ca l i ."bjrat i on 
Shee.t_jT J?Q..4 
Curve 

















1 5 , 0 
M^ 





JsU 7 5 
4 . 0 7 . 
_ 1 9 * 2 „ 
1 9 * 0 : 
1 8 * 4 
II 
1.73_ 
1 6 +.0 
w 






4 t , S Q 
4 , 8 G 
_J!_t_25. 
8 ^ 5 
4 * 2 5 
4 ^ 6 0 
i*Sf_ 
-9*55_ 
_J9 A 65 
9 . 7 
-5L._75_ 
9 * 2 5 -
3*2-
J & & 
3_,5_ 
_2.4_ 
4 * A 5 







_ 9 . 5 




. — - -A^/; .*. J?. 
_.19_^L_._ 
- 1 9 . 3 _ _ . 
1 9 . 4 
1 9 , 5 
- 1 9 , 5 -
_6_Q__ 
1 0 0 
2 0 0 
3-00 
. 4 0 0 
5 0 . 0 L _ _ 
_ _ 1 S . , A -
I g . Q 
7 0 0 -
1 0 Q 0 - . 
8 . 5 5 
7_*3__ 
£ * 3 5 _ 
5 J . 6 _ 
4 . 7 5 
_6G 
_ . 4 7 
1 , 5 1 ^ 3 * 








_ 1 § A 7 _ _ 
- 1 4 . 7 „ 
_ 1 2 . 7 
U . 2 
9 . 5 
7 . 9 
- 1 5 0 0 -
2 0 0 0 
_22O0_. 
5_, 0 
5 * 9 
2 , 7 
_-.0,.Q. 
250_0__ 
_ _ 3 f l Q f i _ 
_ 2 L 5 0 O _ _ 
_J4OO0 
4 5 0 0 
_ _ 5 _ 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 
9 Q 0 0 1 
nmm 




J * 5 * - : ' ' 
See Transf offiier Curve Sheet Ho. 2 
W 
• 9 
• j | 
m 
F — W -
• 

















VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TEST DATA SHEET 
Transformer No. 55; Test No. & Sheet No. lis? 
Amplifier Tube 
Type ©X3QXJ6- No. 4 Voltages:— Eft= 9 0 volts; EQ= 4» 5 volts; E-p= 5 
1 J 8 9 
volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 
a t 60 cycles 
Inpu t 
volts 
Reading for the amplifier 
at a.given frequency f. 
E 





















Gallia -a i i jaa 
Quu&-e —_ 
Slieat 




- , & . 









- i a * 3 -
_ML0_ 
1 8 , 3 -
JlT^SL 
15*5--
_ I M 
14..Q 
JL£*1 
1 2 . 0 -



























• 3 0 . 1 -
-1JU9-
.20*3-





g«.M—, —<&» i j D 
7^3 1«80_ 
_£ul 1- 53̂  











. 1 S * 9 _ 
i . 8 ^ 4 ^ . 
1 7 . X 
_H*f-
_ 1 6 . 4 
15*3L-
U L j L . 
- 14*2 
_JL3*X_ 
_ H * i L _ 
_10-*0_. 
• • • 
H S ^ -
-6Q_. 




















* Sfee Transformer ©az?-e Sheet Ho. 3D& 
• • 





VOLTAGE AMPLIFIGATION TEST DATA SHEET 
Sheet No. 7 7 
y 
Xfy® w 
5S Test No. L 
Amplifier Tube 
Type @X30XJ&. ^ ° . 4s .Vottages:— -^R= **0 -volts; E p = 4 # 5 volts; E F = 5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Calibration 







* See iranafoismer GforTe Sheet No. 13 
; 




transformer No. 5 7 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION TKST DATA SHEET 




Type; OX301A. N°- 4 Voltages:— E g ^ 90 . volts; E p = 4 , 5 volts; E p = 5 volts 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER Voltage 
• Calibration 
1L at 60 cycles 
Reading for the amplifier 








I n p u t Output E 2 / E 1 per 
second | equiv. 




- k = l 
% "p < E i ~P 
E 2 
E a * f 





_ 5 J L a 
_._9*a_ 
•.325a. 1^27iH 4*5_ _9_«_Q -60 
r 2 . 2 5 ! 6 . 4 12V8 
- 1 5 . 6 1 3^9 1 8 . 7 IMJL 
.1B._2-
20.0 
sno II 1 7 . 0 _9+l-_ 
__9+4__ 
-9+75 . 
9 - R 
IS^A-!—4*5__ 
1 9 , 3 . 4 82 
_ x a + 8 - _ 




4 . 9 0 JL9+6- 5QO 
4 . 7 5 _9.fi5 X3+3_ 1 0 0 0 
See-
W 
Data £ h.oe±. 18+3 4*55 9*45 1200 
j»'i 23 i?"£ -4,49_ 9+4_ ^18+3 7 50O 







17 y 3 
-X7+0 
X5+9_ 
1 5 , 4 
JjoQG 





0»Tj- fcdai32ti:< >ft _15J3 
r r — - $ i r ve 15+0-
_Sheet_ 13+3- 3 , 3 3 7 . 9 5 
,... $»» . . 4 _13^7 3 . 1 7 7 . 7 
_10+_7_ 
9*8 
_ a . f i 2 ; . _a^95 
3+45 6 . 7 
1 3 . 9 
_13.J4_ 4500 
9_.£: 2 T 3 6-4J5J _12+3 
7 . ? 1 .95 -5* as1 • XI-.. 7 
J J D , S _ „ 
6000— 
B.7 l_fi7 ._ 5*5 • 
5 .0 lias __4+4.-
—4+JB.J 
_ 3 * 5 5 i 
8*a 
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